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EDITORIAL
Edward Klempka

Russian displays. The
ROSSICA meeting at the show
was a great success with over
50 attendees, it would be
lovely to see increased
attendances at our own annual
meeting.

A superb journal, thanks to
Caroline, Philip and all those
people who have contributed
articles. We have had to
restrict the number of articles
due to a lack of space, these
have been prioritised for the
next issue.
Those of us who were lucky
enough to attend the
International stamp show in
New York viewed some superb

2017 marks the 100th
anniversary of the abdication
of Tsar Nicholas and the start
of the Russian Revolution. To
mark these anniversaries
Trevor Pateman has set the
ball rolling with a truly
magnificent article covering
that period. Thanks Trevor,
hopefully it puts down a
marker for similar articles

covering the Russian
Revolution for next year’s
journal.
Please can we have some
feedback - are we covering the
right topics? What is good and
what needs improving?
I look forward to 2017 and
hope it is philatelically as
exciting as the events of 1917
were!
Edward Klempka
EDITOR
(editor@bsrp.org)
November 2016

The British Society of Russian Philately
A Society founded in 1936 to study Philatelic and Postal Matters
connected with Russia, past and present
PRESIDENT
Lenard Tiller
president@bsrp.org
SECRETARY / TREASURER
Caroline Ferreira
secretary@bsrp.org
treasurer@bsrp.org
EDITOR
Edward Klempka
editor@bsrp.org
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David Skipton
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Ex officio: The President and Officers of the Society, Roger Castle,
Kevin Holdridge, Terry Page, Jackie Simpson and Neil Ritchie (new 2017)
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BSRP LONDON ANNUAL MEETING - 17 OCTOBER 2015

The display highlights
included:
 Raymond Casey - Shipmail

from Arctic Russia

 Trevor Pateman 

The 2015 London meeting
took place in the Disney Room
at the Union Jack Club,
Sandell St, Waterloo, London
SE1 8UJ and by popular
consensus this was changed
from a weekend to a one-day
meeting with the formal and
legal business of the AGM
being dealt with on-line via the
BSRP website bsrp.org – this
enabled us to enjoy a full and
uninterrupted day of philately.
For the first time, the Society
laying on a sandwich lunch
served during the course of the
programme.








Revolutionary Petrograd
1917-1921
Charles Leonard - Mail
Between Russia and the
German States
Dick Scheper (Netherlands)
- The Civil War in Siberia
1918-1922
Terry Page / Edward
Klempka - Aspects of
Zemstvo Postal History
Robin Joseph - Some
Problems in Soviet Postal
History
Thomas Berger
(Switzerland) - A view of
Russia via Foreign Picture
Postcards 1895-1914
Hans Grigoleit (Germany) Imperial Free frank labels Georgia Region.

...and of course, Members’
Displays where members
brought along something from
their own collections topics
and interesting items and
queries for discussion.
The members’ bourse operated
throughout the day and as
usual, Britain’s number one
Russia area dealer, Trevor
Pateman attended with his
comprehensive “A to Z” stock
embracing all aspects of
Russian Philately.
The BSRP wishes to thank
Terry Page for organising a
most enjoyable event and we
look forward to meeting up
again next year at the Union
Jack Club, London on 15
October 2016.
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WHAT IS “ФИШЕР”
Simon Horecky and Ing. Alois Vavra
What is “ФИШЕР”?

Mact. N2 52, Maw. Nt 3, tMwep Nt 6

The word ‘fisher’ in the
printing data as seen on the
edge of the printed sheet
appears according to [1] on the
stamps sheets listed in Table 1,
printed by typography.
As it worked out [2], I
managed to decipher the
reference data of the printing
house on the stamp sheets
(Fig. 1) fairly well:
Macт. (= Macтерская) workplace, plant or hall in
which the printing and
other machines are located.
 маш. (= машинa) printing machine.


Except for one piece of data:


фишер (= ?). For almost
two years I and another
friend tried to get our heads
around it. We searched in
all available dictionaries, a
large 6-part work of the
Academy of Sciences,
technical, semantic and
philatelic dictionaries,
Czech and Russian, but
found nothing.

Someone claimed it was the
typesetter. I searched in the
direction of “mikrofiš” and
judged that it was a series of
several plates. This was until I
turned to my niece Marinka
who resides in Russia. She is a
lady whose hobby is
organisation and
administration. She found
much valuable information for
this search. On my advice, she
turned also to FGUP Goznak,
into which the Moscow
printing house Goznak was
transformed, the publisher of
various security products,
including postage stamps. She
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Fig. 1
Catalogue
number

Denomination

Image

Colour

Year of issue

Mi 578

20k

Kolkhoz
farmer

Green

1938

Mi 676

5k

Worker

Brownish red

1939

Mi 677

10k

Female
worker

Dark greyish
blue

1936-7

Mi 679

15k

Soldier

Greyish green

1939

Mi 682

30k

Aviator

Prussian blue

1939

Mi 683

50k

Kolkhoz
farmer

Brown

1941

Table 1 (see Fig. 6)

received a message from the
General Director’s Assistant Chief of the Press Service, Ms.
Natalie Nikiforova informing
her that “fisher” is the
perforation machine of
German company Fischer &
Krecke! Russian staff at
Goznak simply gave the name
‘fisher’ to the machines of the
Fischer company. In the same
way, Czechs refer to their
Škoda car as a ‘Škodovka’, or a
British gentleman may refer to
his Rolls-Royce simply as a
‘Rolls’. How easy, my dear
Watson!
Ms. Nikiforova even sent me
several photographs, including
one of the machine plate (Fig.
2) and also divulged some

Fig. 2

interesting information:

Russia purchased a set of these
machines in 1913 and they
operate to the absolute
satisfaction of Goznak to the
present day! (Figs. 3-5). FGUP
Goznak has published a
magazine “Bодянойзнак” (=
Watermark) twice a year since
2003. You can find
information about this on the
internet. She asked me to
submit a contribution to it.
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I wrote an article about the
watermark ЭЗГБ on Russian
stamps that were used from
1864 until 1906. All
catalogues, Russian and those
abroad, mention just 2 of its
positions, although
theoretically there are eight of
them. I asked Russian
philatelists for more
information on these data. My
niece informed me that they
liked the article.
LITERATURE
[1] W. Rollmann:
Druckvermerke - ein neues
Sammelgebiet sowjetischer
Marken. DZRP 85/2006 (2832).
[2] M.Ja. Stepanenko personal
information. Moscow, 201314.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

The Fischer & Krecke company was established in 1880 by
Gustav Fischer in the town of Bielefeld near Hanover. In 1888
he was joined by the technician William Krecke and together
they constructed various items of printing equipment. In 1905,
Krecke left the company and Fischer became the sole owner. He
received around 60 patents in the sector. At the present time,
the company has been transformed into the Fischer Group [2].
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Fig. 6: Stamp sheets (see Table 1)
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TIFLIS POSTAGE STAMP
Alexander Safonoff
Much has already been written
and re-written about Tiflis and
the establishment of the Tiflis
postal system. One soon finds
oneself in an intellectual
quagmire. The more we reach
out for definitive information,
the more we sink as in
quicksand, with speculative
information or false opinions
and innuendos.
It has been established that the
postal service to and from
Kodzhory and Tiflis originated
on 15 July 1857. At the same
time as the commencement of
that service, we were informed
that the Tiflis postage stamps
were to be made available on
20 July 1857.
The Tiflis stamps were printed,
or rather embossed, in strips
of five, since that is how they
were sold. A single die was
used in the Viceroy’s printing
works. The stamp itself was
made by sharply embossing a
square uncoloured design on
thick yellowish-white paper.
The design shows the Coat of
Arms of the city of Tiflis,
surmounted by the Imperial
Russian eagle. The Arms and
Eagle are within a circle, which
in turn is within a double-lined
frame, with the inscription
that translates as
“Tiflis - City - Post - 6 Kop:”

The exact period of time this
stamp was in use has not been
established. On 25 February
1921, the Bolshevist Russian
11th Red Army entered Tiflis,
after bitter fighting on the
outskirts of the city, and
declared Soviet rule. In 1923,
during the Civil War the
archives of the Tiflis Post were
ransacked. It is logical to
conclude that all or a least a

1857 (Nov.). Stadtpostmarke fiir
Tiflis. Stadtwa.ppen v. Tiflis, ~:mit Reichswa.ppon darilber im / · ~ !
Kreise. Dickes P ., farbloser ,: ~ :
·
PDR. □
I. 6 K. gelblichweip . . .

. •·.. ,.

- Von dlcser Marke, deren staatllche Elgensohaft erst In jllngster Zelt erwlesen wurde,
slnd our vler gebrauohte Stficke bckannt.
Senf Catalogue 1938

Kaiserreich.
Z ar A lexander II. 1855-1881.

1857,

Nov. Tiflis (Sta<ltpost).
Wappen, dartiberrussischer Adler.
Inschrift:
,,Tiflis(sche) /Stadt/

Post";

farbloser

Format

Pragedruck;

21 1/ 3 : 21 1 / 2

mm.

I. 6 Kop. welil •• , ••••.•.••.•.•

Michel Catalogue 1938

1857,

Nov. Tiflis (Stadtpost). Wappen,
dariiber russischer .Adler. Inschrift:,, Tiflis(sche)/Stadt/Post";
farbloser P ragedruck; .-Format
· 21½: 21½mm ; ohneWz.:geschn.

I.

6 Kop. weiB ,

, •

3500.-

A!le Postwertzeichen des Ka iserreichs' Ru Bland wurd-en
In der Staotsdruckerel hergestellt,

Lipsia

portion of the archive contents
might have been removed and
transferred to Moscow for safe
keeping.
On 25 October 1926, a new
government association was
established in Moscow by the
All-Russian Central Executive
Committee and RSFSR
“Sovnarkom”. Feodor G.
Chuchin was the Chairman of
the new Soviet Philatelic
Association.
None of the known Tiflis
stamps had ever been
accompanied or supported by

any official documentation,
although in the 1930’s, several
well-known stamp catalogues
listed the Tiflis stamp as
Russia No. 1.

However, all that changed last
year when a Soviet Philatelic
Association sheet, dated 7
March 1934 was revealed. The
SPA reference sheet, which is
clearly marked as Lot No. 633/
C, contained numerous
examples of the Tiflis stamp,
including a strip of five. An
additional strip of five was
acquired from the same
source.
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Soviet Philatelic
Association - Two
Variations:
Type I - Single copy
Yellowish-white wove paper.
0.17 mm - 0.18 mm thickness.
Embossed image - 22.20 mm
(w) x 22.75 mm (h).

Type I - Pair
Distances between stamps
vary - 1.50 mm to 2.20 mm.

Type I - Strip of five

Type II - Single copy
Yellowish-white wove paper.
0.20 mm - 0.22 mm thickness.
Embossed image 22.25 mm
(w) x 23.90 mm (h).

Type II - Pair
Distances between stamps
vary - 1.50 mm to 2.20 mm.

Type II - Strip of five
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Paris copy

Senf copy

No documentation of any kind
regarding this copy can be
found. The Paris copy is most
likely linked to the Russian
Pavilion built inside the big
structure of the Palais du
Champ de Mars at the third
Paris World Fair (Exposition
Universelle) in Paris, 1 May to
10 November 1878.

German forgery No. 1

Type II - Single copy
Type II - Single copy
Wove white paper - no
watermark.
0.15 mm - 0.16 mm thickness.
Embossed image 22 mm (w) x
22.25 mm (h).
Purple expertising mark in
lower right corner of reverse
side - “Gebr Senf Leipzig”.
Leningrad copy
(Hidden from Nazis in
Leningrad during WWII)

Rough white paper.
0.15 mm - 0.20 mm - uneven
thickness.
Embossed image 23.40 mm
(w) x 24.60 mm (h).
Triple Frame.
Possible circular press - may
have been practice run for
German forgery No. 2.
German forgery No. 2

Type I - Single copy
Off-white fine random dot
paper.
0.10 mm thickness.
Embossed image 21 mm (w) x
21 mm (h).
Faint vertical outer borders.
Fine vertical lines on eagle and
shield within the inner circle.

Type II - Single copy
Type II - Single copy
Off-white paper - horizontally
laid.
0.18 mm - 0.19 mm thickness.
“M” watermark.
Pencil note on lower left
corner “14122”.
Embossed image 22 mm (w) x
22.25 mm (h).

Wove white paper.
0.09 mm thickness.
Embossed image 23.40 mm
(w) x 24.60 mm (h).
Triple frame.
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After closely examining
hundreds of pages on the Tiflis
post and stamp from
numerous sources around the
world, I feel it is safe to
conclude that an embossed
stamp was issued for the Tiflis
post. That being said, one
gnawing unanswered question
that still exists is what exactly
did the stamp look like - were
there one or two distinct

Karl Schmidt

types? Since no official
documentation with an image
or even a detailed description
exists, how does one begin to
prove that a genuine copy still
exists? Do we blindly accept
the old theory of “First come first served?” If so, does that
mean that the current “five
known copies” are the only
genuine copies, now and
forever?

Agar Romanovich

Zbigniew Mikulski is
undoubtedly the finest expert
on the five known copies,
having owned and displayed
three of them. However, what
if other different examples had
originally been found first,
then what would the status of
the current five be? What
actual proof exists? I have
questions, questions; I need
answers, answers.

V. Verheystera

Ferrari

K. Szymanovski

Agathon Karlovich

Agathon Karlovich

Agathon Karlovich

G. H. Kaestlin

Fabergé

Fabergé

Fabergeé

Sir John Wilson

S. H. Lavrov

Kirchner
Berlin Museum

Bonn Museum

Berlinzhera
Luxembourg

Z. S. Mikulski

Charles Stibbe

H. C. Goss

Russia

P. V. Davidson

Z. S. Mikulski

R. W. Baighman

Europe

Norman D. Epstein

Z. S. Mikulski
Russia
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Smithsonian National
Postal Museum

Examples of Cancellations
on the Tiflis Stamp

Tiflis Type I - Tiflis oval
handstamp
After the 1840’s it became a
customary procedure to
denote dispatch (otpravleno)
or receipt (polucheno) on
postmarks. The Tiflis design
was a double oval with text in
Russian. The dimensions of
the outer oval were 44 mm (w)
x 26 mm (h). This handstamp
was in use from 1851 to 1859
for cancelling stamps on
official and foreign mail.
Tiflis Type I - Tiflis dot
cancellation

Introduction of the dotted
numeral cancellations for the
use of the post offices in the
whole of the Empire was
announced on 31 May 1858.
Postal circulars stated that
each post office was to be given
a number, and for each of the
types of post office, a
particular shape of the dot
cancellation was specified.
The first type, for the major
towns of the provinces, had
three concentric rings of dots
surrounding a numeral.
For Tiflis the outer ring was

composed of 24 dots, the
middle ring of 18 dots and the
inner ring of 10 dots. The inner
ring was not arranged
regularly in a circle, but with
three dots in a straight line
above and below the numeral
“49” and with two dots at each
side. The “49” dotted
cancellation was used
continuously at Tiflis from
1858 to as late as 1871.

Tiflis Type II - Tiflis single
circle dated cancellation

The single circle Tiflis
datestamp was issued on 31
May 1858. The cancellation
diameter was 26 mm. The
letters of Tiflis were
approximately 3 mm in height,
with 1 mm spacing between
characters, varying slightly.
The town name (Tiflis) begins
and ends opposite a point
halfway down the plug for the
day. Black ink was the
acceptable obliteration ink.
This cancellation was retired
in approximately 1877.

Tiflis Type I - Prototype
envelope with Tiflis oval
cancellation
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REHABILITATION CENSORSHIP
David M. Skipton
It is a very ordinary,
pedestrian item. The stamps
are unremarkable, the
cancellation leaves much to be
desired, the envelope is
reduced at the left, and it is
wrinkled and folded. Were it
not for a manuscript entry
written on it, it would be
suitable only as a long-term
tenant in a dealer’s junk box.
As it is, though, the cover
provides us with our first look
at a previously unrecorded
form of censorship.
It also fills in a few of the
blanks in a man’s biography.
When the year of his death is
taken into consideration, this
one cover allows us to follow
the last two years in the life of
one Ivan Ivanovich Solosin
(1875-1938), archivist and
saviour of archives, educator,
editor. And victim.

Fig. 2:
I.I. Solosin.

Solosin was born into a petty
bourgeois family in Chernyy
Yar, Astrakhan’ Province, in
1875. Upon graduation from
the Chernyy Yar Municipal
School at age 18, he became a
sexton at a church in
Astrakhan’, then studied
elementary music theory at the
Astrakhan’ branch of the
Imperial Russian Music
Society. His role as a sexton
ended in November 1901 with
his appointment to teach at
Astrakhan’s Mariinskaya
Women’s School. At the same
time, Solosin continued his
studies at the Astrakhan’
Classical School, doing well

. .,

-:------nACT i-+·o.e'·· .6~ P 0
H AY 4 H bi X . PA 6_ 0 :t'H v1 1-! 0 8

n E 1-f J.1 H 'r PA,£\ C KOE

O6

~·:;c,i~k~ , -..

:; E H U v1 v1

.L;::~,11/!(.µ~ ro1~ttJ
. 7 -111 a 91
~~0 (,fd,l)t,ltfi. It, {I
Fig. 1: A cover addressed to Professor I.I. Solosin and mailed locally in
Leningrad on 27 February 1936.

enough to earn him a post in
the History-and-Philology
Department of St. Petersburg
University. He was awarded a
gold medal for his work, “A
Description of the Dialect in
Chernyy Yar, Astrakhan’
Province,” which attracted the
attention of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences. That
body funded Solosin’s trip
from 1907 to 1910 back to
Astrakhan’, where he collected
historical and linguistic
material related to the daily
life and language of the
population. Upon his
graduation from St. Petersburg
University with a first-class
diploma, Ivan Ivanovich began
teaching again, giving lectures
in various Petrograd venues on
the history of Russian
literature.
It was the advent of the Soviet
state that allowed him to make
his greatest contribution and
led him to his subsequent
downfall.

In 1918 Solosin was invited
back to Astrakhan’ to help
establish Astrakhan’ State
University and especially its
History-and-Philology
Department. That he did,
holding down a spot on the
faculty and eventually
becoming its principal1.
Solosin was appointed in
September 1920 as the
manager of the Provincial
Archives, which were in a
chaotic mess. Various city
archives from around the
province were “maintained” in
attics or cellars. What the
Provincial Archives did have
was subject to looting, to the
extent that archive
representatives made regular
rounds of the bazaar,
retrieving or buying up
materials that had been in the
archives or ought to be. On
numerous occasions Solosin
himself had to salvage stolen
papers from the merchants,
and he received little support
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from the local police to put a
stop to the ongoing theft.
Yet, even though he had
managed to preserve the
archives by keeping them in
his own apartment when no
suitable place to house them
could be found (from 1920 to
1922), and even though he had
succeeded in obtaining a large
building that had once
belonged to a merchant and
had transferred the material
there, Solosin was still sacked
from his job on 31 July 1924.
His firing had nothing at all to
do with a lack of competence
or zeal.
It was pure politics.
The seeds of Solosin’s
destruction had been sown
long before any of this
happened. His roots extended
straight to the petty bourgeois
and the church, and he was not
a Communist Party member,
the most important
consideration of all. The GPU
and then its successor the
OGPU were intensely
interested in archives because
they served as road maps
leading straight to people they
wanted to root out and
neutralize or destroy: former
government officials, military
officers, policemen, prison
wardens and warders,
members of the clergy,
landowners, etc. In short, the
“class enemy.” Central
Archives (in Moscow) had
imposed political sections on
the various provincial archives.
These sections were to house
archival material of an
historical-revolutionary
character, and they could only
be run by Party members, and
so Solosin had to be dumped,
despite his noted “sympathy
for the Communist political
party” (sic).
He fought the decision and for
a time refused to vacate his

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

apartment, but was eventually
forced to concede. Over the
next decade, Solosin bounced
around from one teaching job
to another in Vyatka,
Bashkiriya and Smolensk,
ending up in 1935 as a
research assistant at the
Academy of Science’s Institute
for Language and Thought.

What ties all of this together
with the cover in Fig. 1 is to be
found in the last, odd sentence
of Solosin’s brief biography:
“I.I. Solosin spent the last
years of his life in Leningrad.”
2 Indeed.
The first clue is to be found in
the red-pencil notation (Fig. 3)
at the cover’s bottom right:
“1936. 23/III poluchen.
Order na komn[atu],”
meaning that Solosin had
received an order granting him
living space in Leningrad. The
notation is very likely in
Solosin’s hand, written on the
envelope from the Leningrad
Oblast’ Bureau of the Scientific
Workers’ Section that had
conveyed the news. How long
exactly he enjoyed the flat is
unknown, but his stay there
was probably measured in
months. The cover would have
been confiscated during the
search of his apartment during
or shortly after his arrest.
The cover sat in his file from
then until at least 8 July 1982,
as evidenced by the entry in

black ink at upper left (Fig. 4),
reading, “Exam[ined]. 8 VII
82 g. (initials).” This is a form
of censorship, even if for a
different purpose, relating to
the rehabilitation of millions of
Soviet citizens who had been
repressed in one fashion or
another during the Stalin
years. Someone in an official
capacity examined Solosin’s
file, re-reading this letter and,
presumably, others with an eye
to establishing Solosin’s guilt
or innocence, signing off on it
on that date. The process of
restoring the rights and
benefits of the living and the
exoneration of the dead began
shortly after Stalin’s death in
1953 and continued in varying
degrees up to the end of the
USSR, and now to the present
day.
It is instructive to note that the
year in which Solosin died,
probably in jail or by execution
at the end of the Great Purge 1938 - is also when the NKVD
took over control of all state
archives in the USSR.3 One of
them would certainly have
been the Astrakhan’ archive,
which he had worked so
diligently to build in the early
1920s.
My thanks and appreciation to
Steve Volis and Alexander
Kolchinsky for their help on
this article.
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Notes:
1

Burakovskaya, U istokov Astrakhanskogo arkhiva, accessed on 15 January 2016 at http://gaao.astrobl.ru/site-page/uistokov-astrahanskogo-arhiva-o-pervom-zaveduyushchem-gubernskim-arhivnym-fondom-ii.

2

Solosin Ivan Ivanovich, Sluzhba khraneniya Pamyati, accessed on 2 November 2015 at http://www.pam30.ru/people/
item/336/.

3

Arkhivnoye delo v Astrakhanskom kraye, accessed at http://www.astrakhan.ru/history/read/147/ on 15 January 2016.

Sources consulted:


Arkhivnoye delo v Astrakhanskom kraye (Archival Matters in the Astrakhan’ Area), Astrakhan.ru, accessed at http://
www.astrakhan.ru/history/read/147/ on 15 January 2016.



Solosin Ivan Ivanovich, Sluzhba khraneniya Pamyati, accessed on 2 November 2015 at http://www.pam30.ru/people/
item/336/.



Burakovskaya, M.S. U istokov Astrakhanskogo arkhiva: o pervom zaveduyushchem
gubernskim arkhivnym
fondom I.I. Solosine (At the Beginning of the Astrakhan’ Archives: The First Manager of the Provincial Archives, I.I.
Solosin), GKU AO
“Gosudarstvennyy arkhiv Astrakhanskoy oblasti,” accessed on 15 January 2016 at http://
gaao.astrobl.ru/site-page/u-istokov-astrahanskogo-arhiva-o-pervom-zaveduyushchem-gubernskim-arhivnym-fondom
-ii.

Trevor Pateman’s
Philately Blog
http://www.armeniazemstvo.com/

I am a collector and dealer,
specialising in Russia Area and East
European Philately.
You can contact me at
trevor@trevorpateman.co.uk

Wednesday, 18 May 2016

Imperial Russia, Private PERFINS on stamps

••••

• •
•••
••
!

••

Today I was sorting through an accumulation of a thousand old and mainly common
stamps of Russia Levant. I was very surprised to come across one (just one) Perfin as
shown above with a normal stamp of the same type beside if. All private Perfins on
Imperial Russia stamps are scarce - they were not authorized until 1907 - and any
Perfin on a proper commercial cover must be reckoned rare - when did you last see
one in auction?
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REGIONAL POSTAL HISTORY OF UKRAINE 1917-1921:
KHERSON GUBERNIYA - PART II
Thomas Berger (Bern) and Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)
This second part covers the
period from March 1919 to
August 1921 and closes the
part given in BJRP 105 (2015).
The peculiarities of Kherson
Guberniya postal history are
summarised at the end of this
article.
VI. March – April 1919:
Occupation of Ukraine by
the Red Army following
Central Power’s
Armistice, defeat of
Directorate troops and
retreat of French
interventionist troops
from Southern Ukraine.
Odessa is occupied on 6
April 1919, Nikolaev on 16
March 1919.
Following the retreat of French
interventionist and other army
units as well as White troops
from Kherson, Nikolaev,
Odessa and Sevastopol, Red
Army units immediately
conquered these cities and
thereby had completed the
occupation of the entire
Ukraine by May 1919. Only
parts of Podolia and Volhynia
districts in the west stayed
under the control of Ukrainian
Directorate troops from

November 1918 until the
autumn of 1919.
The special situation of
Odessa, Nikolaev and other
harbour cities under French
occupation until March/April
1919 resulted in unusual and
interesting postal history. In
other parts of Ukraine, the
new Soviet rulers brought their
own Russian stamps with
them, i.e. non-overprinted
tsarist Imperial Arms
definitives and the newly
issued “Chainbreaker” stamps.
However, in Odessa one can
find only the use of Ukrainian
stamps such as Trident overprinted Imperial and
Shahiv definitives. It seems
that due to the lack of
material, logistical problems
and the short duration of
Soviet rule (April - August
1919) no Soviet stamps were
supplied for use. There were
no changes in postmarks. The
Russian postage-free rates of 1
January 1919 which had been
introduced in other parts of
Ukraine under Soviet control
on 8 February 1919 [12] came
into force in Kherson
Guberniya, but somewhat
gradually until about mid-

April. Officially, the stamped
postal stationery was
converted into blanks in Soviet
Ukraine as late as 7 June 1919
[12], while this was done in the
RSFSR as far back as March.
However we cannot find such
stationery in use in the period
between April and August
1919. Due to the ongoing civil
war the economic situation
was very bad leading to a
markedly reduced amount of
postal material in 1919 and
1920. In addition, the postal
connection with abroad was
blocked from the beginning of
1919 until June 1920 (see Figs.
PH61 and PH70 for mail
abroad under White rule).
As can be expected from this
period, only few covers
survived. In total, the authors
know only eight covers from
their collections and those of
Ron Zelonka and Steve Volis.
We show three of them (Figs.
PH58-60).
All are registered covers at the
first weight step.

Fig. PH58 : Registered letter 25.4.1919 Odessa to Petrograd 50 kop. 8 Feb 1919 Soviet rate, arrival Petrograd
5.5.1919 and final handling on 19.5.1919. Use of Trident-overprinted Imperial Arms definitive, Petrograd
censorship strip.
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Fig. PH59 : Registered letter 29.4.1919 Odessa to Riga, 50
kop. 8 Feb 1919 Soviet rate, hardly legible Riga arrival
datestamp 10.5.1919 (?).
Latvia was partly under Soviet control between 1 December
1918 and the beginning of 1920 (Riga to 22 May 1919).
Combined use of Trident-overprinted Imperial Arms and
Shahiv definitives.

Fig. PH60 : Registered letter 19.6.1919 Odessa to Moscow,
50 kop. 8 Feb 1919 Soviet rate, arrival Moscow 29.6.1919.

VII. Occupation of Ukraine
in June/August 1919 by the
White Volunteer Army.
Odessa is occupied on 23
August 1919, Nikolaev on 18
August 1919.
The White Volunteer Army was a
Russian nationalist army which
fought the Red Army but also all
Ukrainian nationalist or socialist
governments. In the summer of
1919 these troops, led by General
Denikin, occupied Ukraine from
their base in the Kuban. At the
same time the UNR directorate
troops tried to exploit this
situation and to reach Kiev but
they were blocked by the
Volunteer Army and forced to
abandon the capital. UNR troops
never did reach the region under
study.
In the first months, the Volunteer
Army was very successful against
the Red Army and reached Kursk

and Orel in central Russia in
October 1919, thereby threatening
the Soviet system in an essential
way. Finally, however, this
Volunteer Army was defeated and
had to retreat from Ukraine (see
below in Section VIII).
The philately and postal history of
the second half of 1919 is again
very interesting and varied. The
new White rulers introduced a
new stamp issue, the “Edinaya
Rossiya” (United Russia) issue
(Figs. PH64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 73
-75). However, due to their
logistic problems officially they
had to allow the use of Ukrainian
stamps up to 25 July 1919 [13],
except those with a denomination
of 1 rouble and higher which still
remained in use (Fig. PH 63).
Nevertheless, we find kopek
values used as late as December
(Figs. PH61, 63, 65, 66, 69, 72).
Although the regulations with
regard to the validity of postal

stationery were confusing,
Ukrainian stationery cards were
obviously accepted (Figs. PH62,
PH73). The postal rates in use in
the White areas were different
from those used by the previous
Soviet administration (postage
free rate for regular mail, coming
into force on 8 February 1919)
and those in force in areas under
UNR control (UD rate of 15
November 1918). On 25 July 1919
the White administration also reintroduced the old Julian
calendar.
It seems that it was possible
under White rule to send mail
abroad based on double the
inland rates (Figs. PH61 and
PH70).
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Fig. PH61 : Letter 26.8.1919 Bolshoi
Fontan, Kherson Guberniya, a spa
suburb of Odessa to Bern
Switzerland, double the 70 kop. 1
July 1919 Volunteer Army inland rate
for an item sent abroad = 140 kop.,
arrival datestamp Bern 28.11.1919.
This cover was sent three days after
the occupation of Odessa by White
troops. It was sent to the Secretary of
the Soviet Mission in Bern
Switzerland, Mr. Lyubarski and
arrived there three months after
being despatched. However the
Soviet mission had already been
closed by the Swiss in November 1918
and all Soviet diplomats had to leave
the country (for a detailed description
of the postal and historical
circumstances see [17]). This cover is
one of two items which definitely left
Ukraine between January 1919 and
June 1920 using the ordinary postal
service (see also Fig. PH70).
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Exclusive use of Trident-overprinted
Imperial Arms definitives which had
been officially annulled at the end of
July 1919. No obvious censorship at
all.

Fig. PH62 : Stationery postcard
14.9.1919 Berislav to Odessa, 35 kop.
1 July 1919 Volunteer Army rate,
postcard indicium accepted for
franking, Shahiv definitive not
accepted, therefore underfranked by
25 kop. and surcharged at twice the
deficiency, arrival datestamp
24.9.1919.
Ukrainian Shahiv stamps were
obviously no longer accepted in
Odessa while the stationery postcard
with Trident-overprinted indicium
continued to be accepted (compare
Fig. 73).
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Fig. PH63 : Registered letter 20.9.1919 Odessa 4th town post office to Evpatoriya, the Crimea, 70 + 70 = 140 kop. 1 July
1919 Volunteer Army rate, overpaid by 10 kop., arrival datestamp 2.10.1919. White censorship. Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig PH64 : Picture postcard
5.10.1919 used locally at Odessa, 35
kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army rate,
no arrival datestamp.
Ex Robert Taylor collection.
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Fig PH65 : Letter 17.10.1919 to Odessa, 70 kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army rate, arrival datestamp 25.10.1919. Odessa
White censorship. Use of Trident-overprinted stamps officially withdrawn from use.
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Fig PH66 : Cover front 19.10.1919
Nikolaev to Kerch, 70 kop. 1 July 1919
Volunteer Army rate. Mixed franking
of Trident-overprinted Imperial
stamps (officially no longer accepted
for franking) and a Denikin definitive.
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Fig PH67 : Letter 21.10.1919 Nikolaev
to Krasnovodsk, redirected to
Petrovsk, 70 kop. 1 July 1919
Volunteer Army rate, overfranked by
35 kop., no transit or arrival
datestamps.
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Ex Robert Taylor collection.
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Fig PH68 : Registered letter
8.11.1919 used locally at Odessa, 50 +
70 = 120 kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer
Army rate.
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Fig PH69 : Registered letter 11.11.1919 Nikolaev to the railway station of Vorozhba, redirected to Kremenchug, 70 + 70 =
140 kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army rate, no transit or arrival datestamps, censorship stripe. Use of Trident-overprinted
Imperial stamps with a face value below 1 rub., which officially had no longer been accepted for franking already since July
1919.

Fig PH70 : Formular postcard
19.11.1919 Odessa to Bruxelles
Belgium, twice 35 kop. 1 July 1919
Volunteer Army inland rate for an
item sent abroad = 70 kop., Bruxelles
arrival datestamp 27.12.1919, White
censorship.
This postcard is one of two items
which definitely left Ukraine between
January 1919 and June 1920 (see also
Fig. PH61).
Ex Steve Volis collection.

Fig PH71 : Letter 25.11.1919 Odessa,
intended to be sent to Winterthur
Switzerland, double the 70 kop. 1
July 1919 Volunteer Army inland rate
for an item sent abroad = 140 kop.
White censorship.
On reverse a forged datestamp
“BERN BRIEFTRÄGER 28.12.1919”
was added later on. In addition a
delivery datestamp of Bern does not
make any sense on a cover to be
delivered in Winterthur. Thus, one
cannot say definitely if this cover has
left Ukraine (but compare Figs. PH61
& PH70).
Ex Steve Volis collection.
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Fig PH72 : Registered letter 3.12.1919 Odessa 2nd town post office to Kiev, 70 + 70 = 140 kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army
rate, overpaid by 1 kop., arrival datestamp 14.2.1920. Lilac Odessa White and violet Kiev Soviet censorship. Mixed
franking of low face value Trident-overprinted and non-overprinted Imperial stamps. The long transport time of ten
weeks suggests that this cover was not transported until Odessa was captured by the Red Army on 8 February 1920.
Fig PH73 : Stationery postcard
17.12.1919 Berislav to Kherson, 35
kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army rate,
postcard indicium accepted for
franking, no arrival datestamp,
Kherson White censorship.
Ukrainian stationery postcards with
Trident-overprinted indicium could
continue to be used in Odessa under
Denikin rule (compare Fig. 62).
Ex Robert Taylor collection.
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Fig PH74 : Registered letter 2.1.1920 Odessa to Constantinople Turkey, double 70 + 70 kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army
inland rate for an item sent abroad = 280 kop., no arrival datestamp, Odessa White and Moscow “three triangles” Red (11
August 1920) censorship marks. On 1 January 1920 new rates were introduced in areas under White control. As this cover
shows they were not obeyed in Odessa. The cover obviously remained in Odessa, as there was no possibility to send it
onwards to Turkey. In February 1920, the city was occupied by the Red Army and the cover was sent to Moscow. As postal
relations between Soviet Russia and abroad were re-established in June 1920, the Moscow censorship datestamp of August
1920 could indicate that the cover was sent to Constantinople at that time. However, there is no arrival postmark. Thus,
also in this case, one cannot say definitely that this cover reached its addressee abroad (but compare Figs. PH61 and
PH70).
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Fig PH75 : Formular postcard 13.1.1920 Odessa (handwritten message on the reverse) to Zurich Switzerland, twice 35
kop. 1 July 1919 Volunteer Army inland rate for an item sent abroad = 70 kop., no despatch, no arrival and no censorship
marks. Although new tariffs were introduced in areas under White control in January 1920, they were obviously not
obeyed in Odessa. The stamps were cancelled by the “Maltese Cross” style mark of the Valletta GPO in Malta (see
Tchilinghirian and Stephen Fig. 867) but there is no Zurich arrival mark. Perhaps this cover was transported privately or
via the vessel’s post box to Malta, where the Denikin franking was accepted and the card sent onwards to Zurich.

VIII. Occupation of
Ukraine in November
1919/February 1920 by the
Red Army. Odessa is
occupied on 8 February
1920, Nikolaev still in
January 1920.
Following the defeat of the
Volunteer Army under General
Denikin, these troops had to
retreat back to their old base,
the Kuban. Even there they
fought with the Red Army and
they had to leave Russia via
the Black Sea in March 1920
for the Crimea, where some
White troops had also
retreated from Ukraine.
Another military conflict of the
year 1920, the Polish-Soviet
war against Poles and UNR
units in the west of Ukraine,
never reached the area under
study. Finally the last White
units in the Crimea, the socalled Wrangel Army was
finally defeated by the Red
Army and had to leave Russia
in November 1920.
With regard to the postal
administration, in January
1920 there was no longer a
Ukrainian postal
administration and the postal

service in the UkrSSR was
almost fully (with a few
exceptions) subordinated to
Moscow. In philately again all
the stamp material in place
could be used: of course, nonoverprinted Imperial Arms
stamps and stationery but also
Ukrainian and even “Edinaya
Rossiya” stamps and
stationery for some time. This
Soviet “tolerance” was simply
due to the logistical problems
under the conditions of
ongoing civil war in 1920.

free system was not touched
(Figs. PH76, PH78, PH79),
registration fees were
dramatically increased (Fig.
PH77). This resulted in a
strong demand for rouble
denomination stamps which
were not available and in
March 1920 low kopeck
denomination stamps were revalued at 1 : 100 and became
rouble denomination stamps
(Fig. PH80).

This constant fighting of the
Red Army against different
enemies in different parts of
Ukraine and the Crimea
impaired, of course, the
economic situation. One can
find postal history material
sent from Red Army units but
in the area under study, there
was no recovery of the
situation prior to 1921, as is
reflected in the few 1920
covers shown below. The
Soviet postal rates had been
changed in Russia on 1/5
November 1919 and were
changed again on 10/20
March 1920 under the
conditions of ongoing
inflation. While the postage-
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Fig PH76 : Formular postcard
5.4.1920 Odessa to Petrograd,
postage-free 10/20 March 1920
Soviet rate, arrival datestamp
23.4.1920.
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Fig PH77 : Registered letter 25.4.1920 Nikolaev to Moscow, 10 rub. 10/20 March 1920 Soviet rate, arrival datestamp
9.5.1920. Mixed franking of Odessa Trident-overprinted definitives and “Edinaya Rossiya” stamps. Only stamps with a
face value higher than 20 kopeks were used after March 1920 at their original face value.

Fig PH78 : Ukrainian stationery
postcard 3.5.1920 Odessa to Moscow,
postage-free 10/20 March 1920
Soviet rate, postal stationery card
used as blank, arrival datestamp
1.6.1920.
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Fig PH79 : Ukrainian postal
stationery card September 1920
Odessa to Tartu Estonia, postage-free
10/20 March 1920 Soviet rate, postal
stationery card used as blank,
surcharged upon arrival in Estonia,
Petrograd censor datestamp
14.9.1920, arrival datestamp
17.10.1920.
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Mail sent abroad from the RSFSR and
the UkrSSR was again possible from
June 1920. The Soviet postage-free
system was in use also for mail
abroad until 30 September 1920 but
not accepted in some countries
including Estonia.
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Fig PH80 : Registered letter 18.9.1920 Krivoi-Rog Kherson Guberniya to Kharkov, 10 rub. 10/20 March 1920 Soviet rate,
arrival datestamp 28.9.1920. Use of Odessa Trident-overprinted definitives re-valued at 1 : 100 from 10 kop. to 10 rub.
Only stamps with a face value of 20 kopeks and lower were re-valued in March 1920. Ex Zelonka collection.
Fig PH81 : Registered letter
15.10.1920 Nikolaev to Moscow, 10
rub. 10/20 March 1920 Soviet rate,
overpaid by 50 kop. Use of Tridentoverprinted rouble definitives, not revalued in March 1920. Ex Zelonka
collection.
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In the first half of 1921, the
postal rates for mail abroad
were determined often by the
local (guberniya) postal
administrations, and so local
rates were in force in some
guberniyas instead of those
officially proclaimed by the
Central Postal Administration
in Moscow [15] (Figs. PH82PH83). On 15 August 1921, the
postage-free system was finally
abolished as part of the New
Economic Policy [16], which is
the end point of this article.
Fig PH82 : Registered letter 13.7.1921 Nikolaev to Berlin,
local 20 rub. rate over-paying the 10 rub. 30 September
1920 Soviet rate for mail abroad. Combined use of Trident
-overprinted and non-overprinted Arms definitives, revalued at 1 : 100 in March 1920.
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Fig PH83 : Registered letter 23.8.1921 Odessa to Leipzig,
local 25 rub. rate overpaying the 10 rub. 30 September
1920 Soviet rate for mail sent abroad. Combined use of revalued 10 kop. and 5 rub. Arms definitives.
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Summary:
The Kherson Guberniya postal
history shows the following
peculiarities which distinguish
it at least in part from the
postal history of eastern,
central, or western parts of
Ukraine at the time:
1. This southern part of
Ukraine shows the strong
influence of socialist and
communist ideas and a
strong impact of RSFSR
politics due to the large
Russian population in the
area under study.
2. This, in turn, led to the
establishment of a local
Soviet Republic in January
1918. The UNR had little
influence in the area under
study until March 1918,
when the Central Power
troops abolished the Soviet
administration and backed
the Ukrainian one.
3. Due to the importance of
Odessa and other ports in
the Kherson Guberniya
(Nikolaev, Kherson itself)
but also of Sevastopol in the
Crimea these cities were
occupied by interventionist
troops under French
leadership starting in
December 1918 after the
armistice of November.
This is a peculiarity of
Kherson Guberniya as it
was the only location of the
intervention of Entente
troops in Ukraine.
4. Due to this intervention,
the area under study did
not come under control of
local Soviet troops and Red
Army units before March /
April 1919. This resulted in
a rather short period of
Soviet control in 1919.

relatively late by the
Volunteer Army units in
August 1919 but also reoccupied relatively late by
Red Army troops in
February 1920. This
sequence of White and Red
occupation happened later
than in eastern and central
parts of Ukraine.
Literature:
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Kim Munholland, J.; The
French Army and
intervention in Southern
Russia, 1918-1919;
Cahiers du monde russe
et soviétique 22 (1981)
43-66; pdf file link:
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articleAsPDF/cmr_0008
0160_1981_num_22_1_
1903/article_cmr_0008
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1903.pdf?mode=light
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5. Due to its geographical
location, the area under
study was occupied
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A QUEEN DEFILED
Ron Tufft
I assume that every collector
has a favourite stamp issue,
those special little bits of paper
that bring more pleasure than
most. For me, it’s the
Georgian issue of 1919 - 1921,
the set that features Queen
Tamar (1160 - 1213) who
reigned as Queen Regent of
Georgia from 1184 to her
death, presiding at the height
of the ‘Georgian Golden Age’ of
power and enlightenment. By
the last years of Tamar's reign,
the Georgian state had reached
the zenith of its power and
prestige in the Middle Ages.
Tamar's realm stretched from
the Greater Caucasus crest in
the north to Erzurum in the
south, and from the Zygi in the
north-west to the vicinity of
Ganja in the south-east.
A lion cub is just as good,
be it female or male
Tamar's image has acquired a
legendary and romantic
façade. Folk songs, poems and
tales portray her as an ideal
ruler, a pious woman on to
whom certain attributes of
pagan deities and Christian
saints were often projected.
Following her death, the
Georgia that Tamar
established lasted a further
two years; there then followed
invasion and a severe
curtailing of Georgian
influence in the region. It is
not known where Tamar's
grave is located, although
many theories exist including
one that places her near to
Gori, the birthplace of Stalin.
It was written “… she belongs
to everyone and to no one: her
grave is in the heart of every
Georgian. And in the
Georgians' perception, this is
not a grave, but a beautiful
vase in which an unfading

flower, the great Tamar,
flourishes…”
The initial stamps were
released imperforate on 26
May, 1919 to commemorate a
year’s independence from the
Russian state; 4 values (40k,
50k, 70k and 1r) featuring St.
George printed on white
paper. The perforated (11.5)
version appeared in July, also
on white paper, and included a
10k value. Late 1919, or
January 1920 saw the full set,
including the Queen Tamar
rouble values issued on greyish
paper (10k, 40k, 50k, 60k,
70k, 1r, 2r, 3r and 5r.) both
imperforate and perforated before a final printing on white
paper (the 60k and 70k were
still printed on greyish paper)
appeared in mid- to late 1921
but saw little, if any, legitimate
postal usage. The first printing
shows a consistency in
colourless gum but later
printings have a yellowing gum
or none at all. Colour
changelings are rife and it
would take a dedicated
‘anorak’ to list them all: that
said, no colour seems to ‘cross

over’ - as all values correctly
appear in a shade of the
intended colour. Forgeries of
the basic stamp issue are
unknown to me, but double
prints appear rarely on the
lower values (40k and 60k)
although I have never seen the
Queen so treated. The 40k is
known without margins and
tête-bêche (both imperforate
and perforated) - but again,
the Queen seems impervious
to that particular slight.
However, various errors exist
involving the Queen. On the
2r brown, examples of absent
piping around the value and an
inverted value are known. A
3r blue with an inverted 5 is an
extremely rare stamp, but the
second printing 5r orange
threw up the main prize - the
Sleeping Queen (also known as
the Respectful Queen). The
plating error (position 81) was
quickly rectified resulting in
another scarce variety. As the
printing plates wore, the image
of Tamar became reworked
and freak printings occur.
The most collectable and
sought-after are the ‘winter’
varieties - the Queen in a
blizzard and the Queen in the
snow, but other minor
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varieties exist mainly around
the shield and draped scarf.
One such example shows the
design at the top of the shield
as being the Queen’s fingers
overhanging, but look closely,
the shield has rotated to the
right and her ‘fingers’ are
actually the stars which should
be positioned at 10 o’clock.
Another unusual variation is
the blushing Queen with her
heavily shaded cheeks.
Perforation errors are known,
some occasionally found on
cover.
ON INTO THE REALMS
OF FANTASY
“A five line overprint in
Georgian with the date
(12/12/1920) to celebrate third
anniversary of the National
Guard. A Soviet catalogue
states that the 3r was put on
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sale December 1920, but never
seen in a genuinely used
condition.

r

A four line overprint in
Georgian with the date
(27/1/1921) and the words ‘de
jure’ to celebrate the de jure
recognition of Georgia by the
League of Nations. The
overprint was made on stamps
of the 1921 printing, and
includes some freak errors. It
is claimed that the 2, 3, and 5r
values were issued on
21/2/1921 before the Red
Army seized Tiflis; fake covers
exist.”
 Above text as per Stanley
Gibbons.

The two sets featured above
are a ‘black star’ overprint
(27/01/1920) and a marking
which states ‘local’ in Georgian
- and also in English? The
stamps illustrated were
purchased, by myself,
approximately 16 years ago. In
both cases, the ink used seems
identical. I can’t offer any
additional information other
than to say that ‘black star’
singles have appeared rarely
on eBay, but never complete
sets - the ‘local’ I have never
seen offered for sale.
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Hand stamped overprints
appeared circa January 1921 in
black, blue and red inks stating
“CONSTANTINOPLE” plus a
revaluation which is by no
means uniform (note 2r
brown). Inverts are not
unusual, as also are off-centre
overprints. As neither the
Georgian or Turkish postal
authorities claimed
responsibility at the time for
these overprints, I think we
can surmise this issue to be
bogus. A number of
fraudulent dealers may well be
responsible, but my money
goes on Samuel Gueron, a
Constantinople stamp dealer,
also guilty of producing
fictional Ukrainian “tridents”.
Bogus overprints depicting a
diagonal value “5” and
Georgian lettering. Crudely
hand stamped with rather fluid
black ink which can appear dry
(see 50k) or soaked into the
paper (see 10k). Usually, only
the lower values are found so
overprinted, hand struck
markings on the Queen are
much harder to come by. They
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are known to have originated
in Constantinople, so again
making Samuel Gueron a
possible suspect. In his
defense however, the quality of
this printing falls well below
the previous Constantinople
issue, thereby casting doubts
as to the real perpetrator.

Soviet inspired overprints
showing a central red star and
Georgian letters inside a
frame.

Overprints minus the frame
are extremely scarce.
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Soviet inspired overprints
depicting the hammer and
sickle inside a red star with
Georgian letters and date 19
(25 over 11) 21 - possibly
commemorating absorption
back into the Soviet bloc. I
have no reason to believe that
stamps featuring the Queen
were not treated in a similar
fashion, but to date I have
never seen any examples.
Judging purely from the style
and ink used, it is extremely
likely that the culprit
responsible for the framed red
star overprints is also guilty of
this production.

EVERY QUEEN HAS A
PRIVATE SIDE
From the Peter Ashford
collection.
5 colour trials for an
unreleased 10r circa December
1920. Design not
implemented. 10 copies each
coinciding with a block of 10
transfer subjects. 5 horizontal
x 2 vertical.
Ashford gives the above
account based on information
from "S. Rokhlin" - the "Ro..."
half of "Romeko". All five
examples have the house mark
of MAISON ROMEKO PARIS.

Rokhlin lived in Tiflis until
early 1921 when he left for
Constantinople. He claimed
that for each colour of these
trials, just one block of 10 (5 x
2) was produced.
These trials, printed on thick
paper, are undoubtedly rare, if
not unique.
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THE NUMBERED POSTMARKS OF MOSCOW CITY POST 1858 to 1917
Noel Warr
This article covers the
postmarks of Moscow’s City
branch and sub-offices and its
postal sections. Only those
postmarks with a number that
identifies the office are dealt
with. Marks of the sub-offices
that are simply inscribed
GOROD POCHT or GP are not
included; they are covered in
The Postmarks of Moscow,
1765 – 1917, Part One, by
Gary Combs and Noel Warr
(C&W).

Fig. 1

C&W states “The period
between 1858 and 1867 is not
clear from the available
material.” (Page 136) and,
after further deliberation, it is
still not clear to what type of
office these early marks
belong. Postmarks for 1 Otd.
to 7 Otd. are known; examples
seen are:
GOR II OTD. 3 Oct 1861,
GOR III OTD. 1858 and 11 Apr
1861,
GOR IV OTD. 23 Mar 1862,
GOR V OTD. 7 Apr 1862 and
another in 1864.

Fig. 2

These postmarks made a
reappearance in the 1890s with a I of 9 March 1896 and a
VI of 19 May 1890, struck in
blue ink (this latter must be of
a new manufacture since the
6th branch office - if these
marks do belong to the branch
offices - did not come into
being until 1875). A VII of 1
April 1882 has also been seen.
Double circle, the outer 26.5
mm, the inner 18 mm, with
date in 3 lines. The 1896 I is
the same size, the 1890 VI is
slightly larger. Only the 1896
mark is a cancellation (Figs. 1,
2 and 3).

v
Fig. 3

Another mark from this period
is unique and is illustrated in
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Prigara (The Russian Post in
the Empire ... p109 and table
IX pmk 17), taken from a cover
in the Epstein collection,
whereabouts now unknown Moscow in the top, GOROD 2
POCHTA in the base, 24 Feb
1864. The 2 refers to the hour
and is not an office number.
Prigara says it is a mark from a
City Post sub-office.
A similar, slightly doublestruck mark and over-struck
with a BASEL transit mark is
shown in Figs. 4 and 4a; as far
as can be determined it does
NOT have a numeral in the
inscription.
Double circle, the outer 27
mm, the inner 18 mm, date in
3 lines - 3 Jan 1867 - with V
EKSP mark of 4 Jan. Unfranked with all marks, except
for a BASEL transit mark, on
the reverse of the cover.

Fig. 4

Fig. 4a

This mark is not strictly within
the scope of this article but is
included out of interest and in
the hope that it will elicit
further examples and
information.
Next come the dotted numeral
marks of the sub-offices of
the City Post, 1867/8 to 1883.
These “seals”, as they are
known, ran from Nos. 1 to 8
and possibly to 9. There has
been discussion on this point
but no firm conclusion has
been reached: C&W illustrate a
supposed No 9 from the
collection of Andrew Cronin;
there are also two similar
covers, with the mark struck
inverted, all three are from
1881 and addressed to Riga.
The handstamp dies became
clogged with ink and it is often
difficult to determine the office
number. There are variations
in the dots of the background
and in the numerals
themselves, so that cataloguers
in the past have established

No.

seen in
use

comment

1

1874-77

scarce

2

1869-78

3

1874-78

4

1874-77

5

1875-79

6

1874-81

7

1874-83

8

1873-83

9

1881

seldom seen
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different types, though the
examples met with frequently
do not match these types. The
most variation is seen with No.
2, even down to the shape of
the oval - some examples
appearing to be almost circular
(Figs. 5, 6 and 7).
There are four covers with, so
far, unique marks that do not
fit any discernible pattern (in
fact no pattern emerges until
1893 and there is a lack of
material from 1882 until that
date).
i. X GOROD POCHT OTDEL.
serial 2 of 1882 struck in
blue ink on a pc. Double
circle, the outer 25 mm, the
inner 17, date in 3 lines. Is
this a sub-office, following
on from Nos. 1 to 9? It does
not fit with the postal
structure as we know it and
is of a type that came into
use at a later date for the
branch offices. (An 1878
publication gives the 10th
branch office as a seasonal/
temporary office in the
village of Mazilov.)

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

ii. MOSKOV. POCHT. VI
GOR. OTD. 1 Sep 1886,
struck in blue on a
registered cover to Berlin.
Double circle, the outer 22
mm, the inner
indeterminable, date in
three lines.
iii. MOSKVA 2 GORODSK.
POCHT. OTD. 13 March
1889, struck in blue on a
registered cover to Libau.
Single circle 25mm, date in
three lines with posthorns
beneath.

Fig. 7

iv. MOSKVA IV POCHT
OTDELENIE 11 Dec 1891,
struck in blue on a
registered cover to Dresden.
Double circle, the outer 25
mm, the inner 16, date in
three lines.
Fig. 8
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Nos. ii and iii are not
cancellations and have been
applied in the field of the
covers, leaving the stamps to
be cancelled by an Eksp mark.
Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11

Fig. 9
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The geometric marks - Nos. 1,
2 and 3 - are marks of the
postal sections.
No.

seen in use

1

in a
triangle in
an oval

1887-1899

2

in a
diamond

1885-1892

3

in a
triangle

-z

1886-1902

Fig. 12

3 is the number most often
met with. There are two
varieties of No 2 - one with a
flat foot, as per Fig. 13, and the
other with a wavy foot.

. .' ~ j ~

,~;%

~

~-·~ ~ .-

J ~~

Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15

Fig. 13

.

,

4~ro//M/1,-~=
c/V?#cJ.

Ac.-ek~~-

Fig. 14
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There are postmarks of
concentric circles that C&W
attribute to the sections. They
are often not clearly struck and
it can be difficult to classify
them.
Figs. 16, 17 and 18

0
-:~

2 circles

1900 – 1901

3 circles

1900 – 1902

4 circles, the
inner one
dotted

1900 – 1901

~ -,
\lt,l ·

I~

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 17
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Fig. 18
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An intriguing mark is noted
only in 6 examples, one from
1897, the others from 1904
and 1905. In spite of the small
number seen, the mark is
recorded both as a cancellation
and as an arrival mark on
local, internal and external
post: numbers seen are V, VI,
IX and X. They are possibly
marks of the Postal Sections as
the numbers and dates seem to
fit in with the other marks
attributed to the Sections.

Fig. 20a

Fig. 19
The final marks of the sections
are ones that simply say “1
Otdelenie”, etc. and are known
for the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 10th
offices.
I.

Fig. 19

Fig. 20b

has 4 types - a Roman
numeral 1905 - 1909; a
Roman numeral with the
top part of the numeral
absent, so that it looks like
an inverted T, 1905 - 1911;
a plain sans-serif 1, serial
B, 1908 - 1912; an Arabic
numeral 1910 - 1912.

.

nO o
tMt-tl

=
. . '. . .. . .=
. •~······.·.·. i

1
............
=

·..

Jir• .fi

II. is known 1905 - 1906
IV. 1907 - 1917

'·

···········································.•·······························.·······'·. , i j·· ·.... .. ·.···················
or.u.,~~c,_/;-,,.M/t,u,-<i;1,/4ou,A'-.f.

X. 1906 - 1917

. 1w~,,:

The postal regulations of 1903
stated that receiving marks
were to be of a lesser diameter
than those of despatch marks:
Section X is the SOLE office
noted where this regulation
was carried out, the arrival
mark being 26 mm in diameter
as opposed to 29 mm for the
cancelling mark.

Fig. 20c

ftI

·· ···· · · ·

u

':CJ-

1;

· · · · ···'· ····· ·

,.

Figs. 20a, b, c and d; 21, 22, 23
and 24

•

\';,

Fig. 20d
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Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Fig. 24
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~+ //.-1-8K-1-II'

The Branch Offices had a
single circle mark with the
office number in Roman
numerals and inscription
GOROD. POCHT. OTD.; 3 line
or cross date, dimensions vary
from 23.5 to 29 mm. Offices
II, III, IV, V, VII, IX, XII, XIII,
XV, XVI, XVII, XIX, XX and
XXI are recorded, dating from
1893 until 1908. Some offices
have serial numbers - IX
serials 1 & 2, XII serial 1, XVI
serials 1 & 2, XVII serial 1 and
XXI serial 1 have been noted.
Two covers seen for office VII
incorporate posthorns (1893
and 1898). There are also
double circle marks for office
VII (1899 to 1903). There is a
1900 mark for branch office 2
with an Arabic numeral.

OTEt>111oE rrnc1Mo..

Ha M'llOii cmopon11, nmwmic11 1no.o,1,'0 aOpeca,

Fig. 25

I08'b. POCCJSJ.
LE. RUSSH:.

Figs 25 to 38

Fig. 27

Fig. 26

Fig. 28
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Fig. 39

Fig. 40
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The marks resulting from the
1903 changes in postal
regulations make their
appearance from 1904 on and
reflect the amalgamation of
the Post and Telegraph
Offices; they are double circle
type with an inscription in the
lower part giving the office
number followed by GOR.
POCHT. TEL OTD., or a
variation on this, so that there
are marks inscribed GPTO,
GPO, GO, PTO and PO.
The date is between two lines
that either extend to the outer
circle or only to the inner
circle; the diameter varies
between 29 and 32 mm
overall. Receiving marks
incorporated the time and
were often used in place of the
cancelling mark, usually with
the time blanked out. There is
a wide variety of serial letters
or numbers.
There are marks for office 3
that do not correspond with
this type - Figs. 39 (N.B.
MOCKBA in seriffed letters)
and 40. There is a further
mark for office 3 that has
Moscow in the base of the
mark (Fig. 47), also a similar
one for office 5 (Fig. 50); office
17 has a mark inscribed
MOSKOVSKOE, with the G of
GOR. missing (Fig. 54) and
office 25 has a mark that is
more like that used by the few
telegraph offices that did not
co-locate with the branch
offices (Fig. 58).
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Fig. 44

Fig. 45

Fig. 46
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Fig. 51
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H BA HA KOHOBAnOBA

Fig. 52

Fig. 53
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Fig. 54
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Fig. 55

Fig. 56
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Fig. 58
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These marks were succeeded
in 1911 by a mark that simply
had the office number (NO =
number only) in the lower part
of the mark, usually with a
serial letter or number, see
Figs. 63 to 68. Figs. 61 and 62
show marks of this type from
offices 1 and 19 in 1904.
Marks for branch office 1 up to
branch office 72 are recorded
during the Imperial period,
however not all offices are
represented - see the table in
C&W, p72. Most offices have
cancellations of both types but
offices 41, 54, 57, 58, 62 & 63
exist only in the GPTO, etc.
type; 61, 65, 66, 67, 69, 71 exist
only in NO type.

Fig. 61

Fig. 62
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Fig. 63
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Fig. 64

Fig. 65

Fig. 66
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Fig. 68
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Branch offices 1, 9, 19 and 34
also had machine marks:
1 NO, 6 lines, 1912. Outer
circle 27 mm, inner 19.
9 GPTO, 8 lines, 1910, 1911 &
1912. Outer circle 27 mm,
inner 16.
NO, 8 lines, 1914 & 1915.
Seen both as a cancellation
and an arrival mark, the
latter with the time. Outer
circle 27 mm, inner 16.
19 PTO, 8 lines, 1912 & 1913.
Outer circle 29 mm, inner
17.

Fig. 69

34 NO, 5 lines, 1916.
Outer circle 27 mms, inner
18.
Figs. 69 to 74
Finally, what is the lower of
the two marks in Fig. 75 that
simply has 3 asterisks in the
base, giving no indication of
office number or indeed of the
type of office?

Fig. 70

Fig. 71
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Fig. 75

THE BRITISH SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY
When you join the BSRP you become a member of a
world-wide community of philatelists who collect and
study the stamps and postal history of the Russian
philatelic area. Whether you are a stamp collector or
an enthusiast with a specific interest in any of the
specialist fields, you will find the Society invaluable,
both as a resource for seeking information and a
platform for contact with like-minded collectors.
www.bsrp.org
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THE GREAT SIBERIAN WAY - some new data
Philip E Robinson FRPSL

THE GREAT
SIBERIAN WAY
AN EARLY TRANS-SIBERIAN
POSTCARD SERIES

Former
No.

1

Прокладка пути. Разброска шпалъ.

2

2

Мостъ черезъ р. Ушаику

3

3

Мостъ черезъ р. Томь

4

4

not yet recorded

-

Каменная выемка на 644 версте. (dated 1914/15/17)

8

5

P.E. ROBINSON

The Great Siberian Way by
P. E. Robinson
My book The Great Siberian
Way - an Early TransSiberian Postcard Series
(ISBN 0951160389) was
published in 2002, and is now
out of print. The book
illustrated and described a
numbered series of 45
postcards published in the
early 1900s by the Moscow
firm of D.P. Efimov & Co., with
the series title Великій
Сибирскій Путь , literally
The Great Siberian Way.
From 1913 onwards the cards
were published by A.S. Suvorin
& Co., which in 1912 had been
given the sole right to sell
postcards at Russian railway
stations. At that time the
number of cards in the series
was reduced to 30. These later
cards, all of which give the
year of publication on the
back, are much scarcer than
the earlier ones, no doubt as a
result of the First World War.
The Moscow firm of Scherer,
Nabholz & Co. printed the
cards for both publishers.
When the book appeared,
eight of the cards in the later
series had not been seen, and

Каменная выемка на 614 версте. (dated 1916/17)

8

6

Станцiя Обь.

10

7

(No title)

11

8

Желeзная дорога по берегу Р. Кемчуга.

12

9

Входъ на „Столбы“.

14

10

Тайга. Река Кемчугъ.

15

11

Тайга. Шалашъ чернорабочниковъ.

16

12

(No title)

18

13

Каменная труба черезъ р. Тайменку.

20

14

Ст. Обь водоподъемное зданiе.

22

15

Мостъ черезъ р. Большой Кемчугъ. (dated 1913)

23

15 Зарубка шпалъ. (dated 1915)

34

16

Каменоломня на р. Ушайкe.

24

17

Гремячiй Ключь.

25

18

Станцiя Ачинскъ.

26

19

Сторожевой домъ на 643 вер.

27

20

Косульская тайга.

28

21

Обедъ рабочихъ.

29

22

Деревянный мостъ Томской ветви.

31

23

Зарубка шпалъ.

34

24

Станцiя Красноярскъ.

36

25

Долина р. Качи. (dated 1913)

38

25 Долина реки Качи. (dated 1915 & 1917)

38

26

Теска камней для Енисейскаго моста.

26

27

Работа костыльщиков.

42

28

Линiя жел. дор. на 653-654 в.

43

29

Ветвь на Кемчугскiй Карьеръ.

44

30

Укладка пути.

45

A single view has been recorded dated 1918, printed by Scherer, Nabholz & Co
on unbleached card and with a different publisher given as “Ц. И. К. C. P. C. и
К. Д”.
6

Станiя Обь.
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Page 31 in the book shows the ones that had been recorded, with their numbers in the new series
and the original ones. In the 14 years since the book was published, seven of the “missing” postcards
have been recorded; only No 4 in the later series has not yet been seen. An updated list of cards in
the 1913+ series, with their Russian captions and the numbers given to the same views in the earlier
series, is given in this article, also two illustrations of newly-discovered postcards in the later series.

BeJIHKiil Cn6Hpc1tiH nyTb.-Grand Chemin de la SiMrie.

~

2.

Mo= qepe3'h pt11y Ymaiiu:y.

Card No 2 in the later series (originally No 3) showing a train on the bridge over the River
Ushaika.

Be.1111tin CHtii1pc1tiil: nyTL.-Grand Chemin de le. Siberia. .l'i 22.
,i(epe,uumwl

110CT'& To110&0ii B-IITBa.

Card No 22 in the later series (originally No 31) showing a train on a wooden bridge on the
Tomsk branch line.
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VYATKA GUBERNIYA (PROVINCE) NON STAMP ISSUING ZEMSTVO UEZDS
(DISTRICTS)
Robin Calvert

Fig. 1: VYATKA Guberniya (province)
and its Uezds (districts)*
1 Vyatka
2 Glazov
3 ELABUGA
4 Kotelnich

7
V

I

5 Malmysz

••
1

~
11 •

r -...J"
10

6 NOLINSK

2

. ~~
.
V

•

Vyatka province lay some 550
miles almost due east of
Moscow. Its capital is now
Kirov in honour of a leading
early communist.
There were four districts which
never used stamps (the
Quartet) viz. ELABUGA,
ORLOV, SLOBODODOSKOY
and YARANSK, and two other
districts which did not use
stamps for a period, viz.
NOLINSK and SARAPUL.
Most of the known mail comes
from the Vyatka Court Archive.
Official mail is predominant.
Private mail consists mainly of
appeals and complaints to the
courts.
The lack of private mail is

}

-

f

5

8

almost certainly caused by the
fact that mail without stamps,
or even with, was of no interest
to early collectors.
Mail originating from a volost
(group of villages) always
seems to have an m/s
acceptance signed and dated
by a volost official, and
sometimes a cachet or the
administrative handstamp of
the volost or a handstamp
including the word
“POCHTA” (POST).
A decree dated 24 January
1900 stated that each volost
should be issued with a
standard datestamp.

7 ORLOV
8 SARAPUL
9 SLOBODOSKOY
10 Urzhum
11 YARANSK
* The districts dealt with in this
article are in capital letters. ’s
indicate position of the district
capitals.

•

In selecting material to show I
have tried to include a variety
of mail types, with an
emphasis on private mail. I
note that I have seen few
examples of insured mail, but
money letters were always
insured; we know that it is
mentioned in the ORLOV rules
(Fig. 2) (please see paragraph
6) and receipts are shown
under SLOBODODOSKOY
(Fig. 18).
Covers are in chronological
order within each district.

Since the Quartet did not use
stamps I assume no datestamp
was issued to them.
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Fig. 2: From the collection of S. Ivanov.

ORLOV DISTRICT
POSTAL RULES

These rules (Fig. 2) (45cm x
36cm) may have been
displayed in Orlov postal
establishments.
We know that SLOBODSKOY
district used the same rules.
It seems possible that the
Quartet all used the same
rules, since they all started
their postal service around the
same time, 1867/1868.
In other VYATKA districts
their own rules were issued in
booklets.
Parcel weight is expressed in
the historic “pood”, equal to 40
old Russian pounds,
(1 pood equalled 16.31 kgs).

Note: It has been found necessary to
adapt the literal translation to assist
comprehension, every attempt has
been made to remain accurate.

b. Taxes and other charges
destined for the State
Treasury.

RULES
For the sending by the
Zemstvo mail in the Orlov
district (uezd) of parcels,
money and other kinds of
correspondence.

i.Note 1. Parcels containing
books and other teaching or
writing materials for
educational establishments
of the Zemstvo, may be of
any weight.

1) By using the Zemstvo post
it is possible for
institutions, societies,
officials and private persons
to send correspondence of
different kinds free of
charge, and private parcels
for a charge, except for:

ii.Note 2. Parcels under 1
pood of weight to and from
persons attending Zemstvo
educational establishments
in the town of Orlov, may
be sent by Zemstvo mail
free of charge.

a. Parcels with a weight in
excess of 1 pood as well as
bulky and awkward
to transport items;

2) Within the town
correspondence is accepted
at the Zemstvo post office
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. every
day, except for non-working
days, and on Mondays and
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Thursdays when
correspondence is accepted
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (which
are mail despatch days).
Within the district
correspondence is accepted
by the village (volost)
authorities.
3) Money and other insured
correspondence, and
parcels arriving from the
State Post mail are to be
recorded in official
books. Money transfers
and parcels arriving in the
town from official (but
excluding any post office)
public establishments, and
private persons, are to be
recorded in received
registers, and on arrival a
receipt is to be issued with
the signature of the head of
the district post office, in
addition parcels from
private persons handed to
the town post office are to
be registered in a specified
book by the sender, who has
to declare the parcel’s
contents. In a volost
authority the arrival is to be
recorded in a register and a
receipt is to be issued with
the signature of a member
of the volost authority.
Explanatory note: Due to the
printer’s error the Orlov Uezd
Zemstvo Uprava (District
Zemstvo Board) issued an
ordinance at its XLI session
correcting the published
charges thus:

“To send a parcel a charge
is made of 10 kopeks for
each separate parcel
weighing up to 10 Russian
pounds, 15 kopeks for every
separate parcel weighing
from 10 to 20 Russian
pounds and 25 kopeks from
20 Russian pounds to 1
pood.”
(An attempt has been made to
correct the erroneous original ).

5) Periodicals and private

correspondence arriving by
the State Post as well
as correspondence brought
in by private persons, are
not to be registered in
books, and volost
authorities will not issue a
receipt.
6) Money in sealed letters is
absolutely not accepted to
be sent by the Zemstvo
post, with the exception of
money letters delivered
from the State Post.
7) The Zemstvo is only
financially responsible for
money transfers and
valuable packages accepted
with a receipt, as well as for
money, valuable packages
and recorded
correspondence received
from the State Post. Any
other correspondence is
beyond the Zemstvo’s
financial responsibility.
8) If correspondence or money
that are to be received from
the State Post, or a proof of
receipt of money, or
recorded mail is not handed
over within two weeks, then
the post official who sent
the advice or proof of
receipt of money or
recorded mail must report
the fact to the Zemstvo
postal authority within one
month of giving it to the
postman.
9) Any enquiries about
undelivered
correspondence must be
answered by the Zemstvo
mail within one month
from the day of the missing
mail having been reported.
If correspondence has been
lost by the Zemstvo post,
then the authorities must
pay compensation in
accordance with the State
postal rules.

receive correspondence
from the post office on
behalf of someone else) is to
be addressed to the
Zemstvo authority. If the
power to receive
correspondence has been
addressed to a postman, or
any other person, the
Zemstvo authority will not
take responsibility for the
loss of the correspondence,
nor will it accept enquiries.
11) At the time of arrival of
mail at volost offices the
presence of a volost
authority executive is
required to receive it, or
persons authorised by the
volost authority, in any case
the responsibility remains
with the volost authority.
12)Correspondence within the
town, excluding private
parcels, is delivered by
Zemstvo postmen. Parcels
are handed out at the post
office; the addressee is to
receive advance notification
of its arrival.
13)The order of handing out,
and accepting,
correspondence at volost
level is determined by
volost authorities
themselves or another
authority in charge.
14)The format of books for the
registration and receipt of
correspondence is
determined by the Zemstvo
authority, and the books
procured by a volost
authority are chargeable to
the account of the district
authority.
Head of authority Kilbardin
Secretary

10)A “power of attorney” (to
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P Ardashev

ELABUGA District
Elabuga town lies on the River
Kama. It was famous for its
flour mills, the export of corn,
and it had a tanning industry.
Around 1900 the town
population was approximately
10,500 and that of the whole
district was 282,500. The
district covered 3,414 square
miles.

/
• I

Postal service history
1868 District postal
regulations established.
Information source for the
above, by V.P. Grodeskiy & M.L
Shmykova in “Zemskaya pochta
Vyatskoy Guberniya”, volume 2;
published by Ihzhevsk 2011.

1869 Expenses 100R Office
books and blank forms
purchased.

1870 Further 150R spent
Information from book
“Expenses budget of Zemstvo
taxes for Elabuga Uezd 1870.

1871 Postal service started
Information source an article by
N, Spassky “Zemstvo Pochta in
Vyatka Guberniya” published in
the newspaper Viatskie
Gubernskie Vedomosti” no.15,
21 February 1873 and No. 16,
24 February 1873.

1918 The service ceased when
the Zemstvo was abolished.
Information from a book
“Zemskaya pochta Vyayskoye
Guberniya” volume 2 by V.P.
Grodetskiy and M.I. Shmykova;
Izhevsk 2011 .

Postal material seen by
me, which seems very
scarce:
Official outgoing 2

Fig. 3: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

ELABUZHSK. UEZDNOI
ZEMSK. UPRAVI (Elabuga
District Administration),
forwarded to Elabuga Imperial
P.O. on 16 August 1878 for
onward delivery to Vyatka,
arriving there on the 19th.

A numbered official letter
(Fig. 3) closed by the district’s
official wax seal.
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An official outgoing letter (Fig.
4) sent from Makan –
Pelginskoe Volost Pravlenye
(V.P.), village administration
to Ysadskoe V.P of Malmyzh
district.
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The yellow wafer seal is that of
Makan – Pelginskoe V.P.
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Arrived at Elabuga Imperial
P.O. 8 December 1880 from
the district post, despatched by
Elabuga Imperial P.O. on 10
December 1880, received by
Malmyzh Imperial P.O. on 11
December 1880.

,,,,

Fig. 4: From the collection of S. Ivanov.

An official outgoing letter
(Fig. 5) sent from Elabuga to
Slobododoskoy city of that
district, addressed to
"maschansky starosta" (an
elected city officer). It has the
official ledger no. of 5402. It
bears the blue wafer seal of
Elabuga Zemstvo Uprava
(administration). Handed in
to Elabuga Imperial P.O. 28
December 1892, despatched
30 December 1892, arrived at
the Slobododoskoy Imperial
P.O. 2 January 1893.

Fig. 5: From the collection of S. Ivanov.
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ORLOV District
Orlov was a port on the Vyatka
river. Around 1900 the town
population was approximately
2,700 and that of the whole
district was 92,900. The
district covered 5,272 square
miles.
Postal service history
1868 26 September : Postal
regulations established (see
Fig. 2).
1869 6 January: First mail
distribution.
1918 The service probably
ceased when the Zemstvo was
abolished.
Information from “Collection of
resolutions of Orlov Uezd
Zemstvo (Vyatka Guberniya) for
56 years (1867 – 1912). Vyatka
1916 page 224.

I

Postal material seen by me
Official local 9,
Official outgoing 5,
Private local 5,
Private registered outgoing 1,
Private registered incoming 1.
A registered heavy cover (Fig.
6) addressed to Vyatka and
subsequently redirected to
Kumensk.
Postmarked on 19 December
1892 with the first handstamp
of Orlov Zemstvo Post (oval
with stars).

Franked at 21k, heavy
registered letter rate, and
despatched from Orlov
Imperial P.O. the following
day, arriving at Vyatka on the
20th.

Fig. 6: From the collection of T. Page.

Four days later the letter was
redirected to its final
destination, arriving at
Kumensk on 25 December.
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An official, outgoing letter
(Fig. 7) from Adyshevskoe
village administration
(volostnoe pravlenye) in the
district of Orlov to
Platininskoe V.P. in the district
of Slobodskoy.

The large size (192 mm x 131
mm) envelope has the wafer
seal of Adyshevskoe V.P.
The item was returned from
Slobodskoy because
Plastininskoe V.P. did not exist
in Slobodskoy.
On the back the writing of two
postal officials in the
Slobodskoy district.
The first m/s, in black,
states: “There is no
Plastininskaia Volost in
Slobodskoy District”.
(Signed “P. Koshurnikov
Pochta”).
The second m/s, in violet ink,
states “By the absence of
Plastininskaia Volost
in Slobodskoy district”. Then a
signature followed by
“Assistant”.
Plastininskaia Volost was
actually in Vyatka District. The
front has “To Slobodskoy
city” deleted and “Back to
Orlov” written.
Hand and datestamps noted
which demonstrate the
despatch and the return of the
item.

The oval handstamp of
Adyshevskoe V.P. (on front),
received by Orlov Imperial
P.O. on 5 March 1898 (on
front) from the district post,
forwarded by Orlov Imperial
PO on 6 March 1898 (on back)
to Slobodskoy Imperial P.O.
where it was received
8 March 1898 (on back),
returned 10 March 1898 (on
front) to Orlov Imperial P.O.,
where it was received 11 March

Fig. 7: From the collection of S. Ivanov.

1898 (on back), who then
handed it over to the Orlov
main Zemstvo (district) P.O.
on 12 March 1898 (on the back
oval handstamp).
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An incoming registered cover
(Fig. 8) from Samara city,
Samara province, to
Korshinskovo Volost
Pravlenye, Orlov province.

r
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It was sent by a peasant whose
native village (pochinok) was
Krutetskoe, Korshinsky Volost
in Orlov district. He was then
working in Samara and living
at Nuleskoy street, in the
house of Voronin No. 26.
The letter was addressed to the
Head (starshina) of his native
village requesting a new
passport (internal), which had
to be purchased periodically.
The cover was posted at the
Imperial P.O. in Samara,
Imperial P.O. datestamp and
cancellation 20.11.1900 and
the registration label added.
The letter was franked with 3
blue 7k Imperial stamps.

~~• ·\-,_

The cover then went via
Novgorod, Imperial P.O.
24.11.1900.
Orlov Imperial P.O. 27 NOV
1900. Orlov Zemstvo main
P.O. (oval) 30 NOV 1900.
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Fig. 8: From the collection of R. Calvert.
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Improvised cover (Fig. 9) to
Vyatka with the fancy district
circular postmark of the
Zemstvo.
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Post dated 25 July 1904.
Franked at the 14k heavy letter
rate and despatched from the
Orlov Imperial P.O. the
following day, arriving at
Vyatka on the 27th.
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Fig. 9: From the collection of T. Page

A local letter (Fig. 10)
endorsed in manuscript
“Received at Istobenskoe
volostnoe pravlenye for
delivery via the Zemstvo post
9 August 1911 (signed)

"via the Zemstvo Post"

Assistant to the Clerk”.
This cover has no handstamp,
only m/s receipt.

Fig. 10: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.
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Letter of complaint (Fig. 11)
from a peasant addressed to
the Orlov District Zemstvo
Assembly.
Accepted at the volost (village)
where its seal was applied and
endorsed in manuscript
“Received at Verhovskoe
Volost Pravlenye for the
(Zemstvo) post, December
17th” and signed by the
accepting clerk.
Forwarded to the railway TPO
No. 220 KOTLAS – VYATKA .
Franked with 3 x 7k Imperial
stamps (heavy letter rate)
which were cancelled with the
TPO oval Postmark dated
18 December 1913. Received at
Vyatka the following day.
SLOBODOSKOY District

Slobodoskoy town had various
industries viz. tanning, iron
works and a trade in furs.
Around 1900 the town
population was approximately
7,900 and that of the whole
district was 250,300. The
district covered 10,941 square
miles.

Fig. 11: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

Postal history
1867 29 September. Postal
service established.
1868 1 January. Postal service
commenced.
Information from “System
collection of documents of
Slobodoskoy Zemstvo 1867 –
1900” Vyatka 1901.

1918 The service probably
ceased when the Zemstvo was
abolished.
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Material seen by me:
Local official 4,
Local private 10,
Local insured money letter 1,
Outgoing private 1,

Fig. 12: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive then ex Nikitin [Melnikov
certificate]. From the collection of T. Page.

Please see description on next page.
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Outgoing heavy letter 2,
Outgoing Registered heavy
letters 2,
Postal documents being
receipts for cash paid for
insured mail 2.
Few items of insured mail
seem to have survived. Most of
the private mail contains
appeals or complaints which
originated in villages (volosts).
Postmarks used by the main
Zemstvo P.O. Precise dates of
use are not known.
1897 First type 1a, double
circle with straight-line
between two star bursts, but
with UYZEDA instead of
UYZED on the bottom line,
diameter 33mm. 1897, later
month, first type 1b, double
circle with straight line
between two star bursts and
UYZED, diameter 33mm.
1902 Second type, single circle
with bold cruciform date,
diameter 27.5mm.
1914 Third type, double circle
with fancy decoration above
a straight line date, diameter
29.55mm.
1917 Fourth type, single circle
with bridge and date below
a simple decoration - also
"POCHTA instead of
POCHTA.
More types may exist.
Improvised wrapper (Fig. 12)
addressed to the local village
of KIRS showing the first
postmark of
SLOBODOSK ZEMSKAYA
POCHTA/ SLOBOBODSKAGO
UEZD/11 MART 98. (Zemstvo
Post/Slobodosk District/11
March[18]98).
Improvised envelope (Fig. 13)
which contained a petition
from a peasant to the Vyatka
court sitting in Slobodskoy.

Fig. 13: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

Endorsed on the reverse;
“Accepted by the Lenimskoe
Volostnoye Pravlenye for the
Zemstvo post, 14 February
1905”.

The letter was forwarded to
the main Zemstvo P.O. and
postmarked with a single ring
circular datestamp;
SLOBODSKOY ZEMST /
POCHTA / 14. 11. 1905.
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Local letter (Fig. 14) endorsed
in m/s on the back “Received
by the Zemstvo Post at
Kaigorodskoe Volost Pravlenye
13 March 1907”.
This statement was signed by
the accepting official who duly
applied his handstamp.

Fig. 14: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

Local letter (Fig. 15) endorsed
in m/s as having been
accepted for the Zemstvo post
at the village administration of
Rakalovsk and bearing the
cachet of the Volost Pravlenye
office.
Postmarked by the main
Zemstvo P.O. with the double
ring Zemstvo Post datestamp
on 3 July 1914.

Fig. 15: From the collection of T. Page.
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Local insured money letter
(Fig. 16) containing a Court fee
of 80k, in m/s on the back
“Received at
Glavnokholunitskom Volost
Pravlenye by the Zemstvo Post
on 4 June 1903. Volost
Starshina (Head) …..signed.
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Fig. 16: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

A registered letter (Fig. 17a
and b) from a peasant to the
Vyatka District Court endorsed
in m/s on the reverse.
- lfi)ib

Forwarded on the 15th by the
Zemstvo post to the Imperial
PO, franked at the 30k. Heavy
registered letter rate, that
same day.

I
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Fig. 17a: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.
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Endorsement reads:
“Received at Yaroslav Volost
Pravlenye for transmission to
the Zemstvo Post 11 September
1915 (signed) Volost Assessor”.

Fig. 17b: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

(Fig. 18) Two receipts issued
by the Zemstvo P.O. for 3k
postage and 1k insurance
(strakhovikh) in respect of
each of the two money letters.
The first, serial no. 5608,
contained 149R 33k and the
second, serial no.5609,
contained 405R.
The insurance charge of 1k
appears to be a surprisingly
small premium.
As previously stated, in the
introduction, little insured
mail from the Quartet
seems to exist, but a number of
these postal receipts were
discovered in the Vyatka
archive, each has the same
date, 14 August 1917.

Fig. 18: From the collections of T. Page and R. Calvert.
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YARANSK District
A purely agricultural district,
Yaransk had a town population
of around 4,600 in 1900
and a district population of
around 425,700. The district
covered 5,061 square miles.
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Postal service history
'

1868 1 January. Start of the
postal service.
Information from a book Vyatka
1870 “Shortform report about
Zemstvo affairs In Yaransk Uezd
In 1867, 1868, 1869”

1918 The service probably
finished with the abolition of
the Zemstvo.
Postal covers noted which
seem very scarce
Outgoing registered private 1.
Outgoing official 1.
An outgoing registered letter
(Fig.19) (180 mm x 125 mm)
sent from the village of
Kundysh in Yaransk
district, to the Vyatka court in
Vyatka city.
It is franked with 3 x 7k blue
Imperial stamps and has a
Yaransk registration label.

- t.'

t

The signed, undated, m/s
acceptance (Yaransk), on the
back, reads “Received from the
Zemstvo Post, (by) Post Office,
postman IVth rank”.
Imperial Yaransk P.O.
datestamp 20.6.14 and
repeated twice, for
cancellations.
Received 22.6.14 by the
Imperial Vyatka P.O.

Fig. 19: From the collection of S. Ivanov.

The letter was sent by Elena
Andreevna Nikolaskava, the
wife of Hikolay Ivanovich
Nikolsky. He was a State civil
servant, ranking as the
equivalent to an Army Captain.

He was Chief of the 3rd district
(Zemskiy Nachalnik 3
uchastka) and his office was in
Kundysh.

Note: Each Zemstvo had such a
Chief. Kundysh was the native Mira
word for beaver. This seems to be
private use of an official envelope.
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Improvised envelope (Fig. 20)
made from a ledger sheet and
sent as a numbered official
letter to Vyatka.
Straight line district
administration cachet
ERNURSKAGO VOL/
YARANSKAGO UEZDNA
(Ernury Vol(ost) /Yaransk
District).
Sealed on the reverse with a
similarly inscribed volost
cachet.
Forwarded to Vyatka by the
Ernury Imperial P.O. on 18
March 1918.
It is not known whether the
zemstvo administration was
still functioning during this
revolutionary period.
NOLINSK District

Nolinsk town was well known
for its handicraft and the small
woodwork articles fashioned
there. This district grew grain,
flax and hemp, and had dairy
farming. The River Vyatka
was used by steamers. Around
1900 the town population was
approximately 5,300 and that
of the whole district was
203,400. The district covered
2,449 square miles.
Postal service history
1867 The service started, with
the sale of stamps.
Between 1873 and 1879 not
more than 100 letters
annually.
1880 Use of stamps
discontinued because the sale
of stamps with associated
administrative costs was not
sufficient.

Fig. 20: ex the Vyatka District Court Archive. From the collection of T. Page.

1910 Sale of stamps
reintroduced.
1919 Postal service ceased,
probably due to the abolition
of the Zemstvo.
Postal material seen by
me, which seems very
scarce
Local official covers 3.

Note: Many items from the
Vyatka Court archives have
been glued shut, these items
seem to have correspondence
entered on the inside.
The author used a
professional paper and
artefacts conservator to open
a similar Nolinsk item. Gentle
steaming released most of the
glue but there was a section,
probably with a different glue
which would have needed
much more expensive
equipment to overcome this
glue.
It is a shame that the social
history has been made
difficult to access.

In 1880 an increase to 943
letters, by 1906 the volume
had increased to 49,000.
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A local official letter (Fig. 21)
bearing Ledger number 41,
sent by a female teacher
(Head?) of the Neman
Zemstvo school, to the Nolinsk
District Zemstvo
Administration. The cover has
a circular datestamp, 19 Feb
(ruary) 1893, of the Nolinsk
Zemstvo post.

B1> HOAMHCKYIO 3EMCKYIO .YRPABY.

On the lower left is a faint oval
handstamp of the Nolinsk
Uprava which is on the inside.
A wax seal on the back is
illegible.

,.

Fig. 21: From the collection of S. Ivanov.
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SARAPUL District
Sarapul was a busy port on the
Kama river. The town was
founded in the sixteenth
century as a fortress on the
main trade route to Siberia.
Sarapul was the centre of a
farming district; its main
industries included food
processing plants, distilleries,
tanneries and saw mills. Boots,
shoes and gloves were
manufactured.
Around 1900 the population
was approximately 18,100,
having grown from 12,367 in
1855. The whole district had
476,600 inhabitants. The
district covered 5,759 square
miles.

\ .

Postal service history
1868 Postal service started but
stamps were not used.
1869 Expenses of 150R
covering employment of two
postmen, stationery and
forms.
1893 Introduction of stamps.
Information source from an
article by D. Kuznetcov in the
magazine “Philatelyof the USSR”
issue no.11, 1979.

Fig. 22: From the collection of S. Ivanov.

1918 Postal service probably
finished when the Zemstvo
was abolished.

back is that of the Malmizh
Uezd (district) Police
Department.

3 covers are known to me, all
official.

Conclusion

An incoming official cover
(Fig. 22) from Malmizh
(district) Police department to
Nylgizhiginskoe Volost
Pravlenye (Sarapul district).
It has the Malmizh Imperial
P.O. datestamp 6 July 1882
then the Sarapul Imperial P.O.
datestamp 11 July 1882, and
was then handed to the
Sarapul Zemstvo post on 12
July 1882. The wax seal on the

It would be interesting to
know if members can add
private or insured mail for the
districts where none has been
noted.
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THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
Wikipedia
"Russian Revolution" is
the collective term for a pair
of revolutions in Russia in
1917, which dismantled the
Tsarist autocracy and led to
the eventual rise of the Soviet
Union. The Russian Empire
collapsed with the abdication
of Emperor Nicholas II, and
the old regime was replaced by
a provisional government
during the first revolution of
February 1917 (March in
the Gregorian calendar; the
older Julian calendar was in
use in Russia at the time). In
the second revolution that
October, the Provisional
Government was removed and
replaced with a Bolshevik
(Communist) government.
The February Revolution
(March 1917) was a revolution
focused around Petrograd
(now Saint Petersburg), then
capital of Russia. In the chaos,
members of the Imperial
parliament or Duma assumed
control of the country, forming
the Russian Provisional
Government. The army
leadership felt they did not
have the means to suppress
the revolution, resulting in
Nicholas' abdication. The
Soviets (workers' councils),
which were led by more radical
socialist factions, initially
permitted the Provisional
Government to rule, but
insisted on a prerogative to
influence the government and
control various militias. The
February Revolution took
place in the context of heavy
military setbacks during the
First World War (1914–18),
which left much of the Russian
army in a state of mutiny.
A period of dual power ensued,
during which the Provisional
Government held state power
while the national network of

Revolutionaries protesting in February 1917

Soviets, led by socialists, had
the allegiance of the lower
classes and the political left.
During this chaotic period
there were frequent mutinies,
protests and many strikes.
When the Provisional
Government chose to continue
fighting the war with
Germany, the Bolsheviks and
other socialist factions
campaigned for stopping the
conflict. The Bolsheviks turned
workers militias under their
control into the Red Guards
(later the Red Army) over
which they exerted substantial
control.
In the October Revolution
(November in the Gregorian
calendar), the Bolshevik party,
led by Vladimir Lenin, and the
workers' Soviets overthrew the
Provisional Government in
Petrograd and established
the Russian SFSR, eventually
shifting the capital to Moscow
in 1918. The Bolsheviks
appointed themselves as
leaders of various government
ministries and seized control
of the countryside,
establishing the Cheka to

quash dissent. To end Russia’s
participation in the First
World War, the Bolshevik
leaders signed the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk with Germany in
March 1918.
Civil war erupted among the
"Reds" (Bolsheviks), the
"Whites" (anti-socialist
factions), and non-Bolshevik
socialists. It continued for
several years, during which the
Bolsheviks defeated both the
Whites and all rival socialists.
In this way, the Revolution
paved the way for the creation
of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) in 1922.
While many notable historical
events occurred in Moscow
and Petrograd, there was also
a visible movement in cities
throughout the state, among
national minorities throughout
the empire and in the rural
areas, where peasants took
over and redistributed land.
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF EARLY BOLSHEVIK RUSSIA
Trevor Pateman
On the night of 24 - 25 October
1917 (old style; 6 - 7 November
new style), the Bolsheviks
seized power in Petrograd and
over the next few weeks did
the same in Moscow and other
major cities. That is what we
call the Russian Revolution,
though the Bolshevik hold on
power was under continuous
threat at least until the very
end of 1920, when General
Wrangel’s armies evacuated
from Crimea. Even then, the
Bolsheviks had to contend in
1921 with the Kronstadt
Mutiny and the Tambov
peasants’ revolt.
This uncertain hold on power
explains one of the paradoxes
of early Bolshevik postal
history. Despite being a party
built from agitation and
propaganda, sometimes
imaginative in form, the
Bolsheviks did not manage to
issue any distinctive postage
stamps until 1921 when the
“Arts and Industry” definitives
appeared. Before that, they
made do with Imperial
adhesives which were
variously reprinted and
revalued but not otherwise
changed. In November 1918,
they did issue the two
Chainbreaker stamps,
supposedly to commemorate
the first anniversary of the
revolution, but the stamps
were actually commissioned by
the Provisional Government
and the designer was Zarins
who had worked on the
Romanov set and later
designed and engraved many
of the stamps of independent
Latvia, including their
Dragonslayers (Fig. 19).
In January 1919, when the socalled “Free Post” was
introduced, Imperial and

Kerensky period postal
stationery was invalidated and
thereafter used as blanks. In
March 1920 when some
stamps were revalued x 100,
what might be regarded as the
Propaganda stamps of
Imperial Russia - the
Romanovs of 1913 and the War
Charities of 1915 - were
formally invalidated. The
remarkable fact about this is
that it took so long - and even
after March 1920 there are
instances of some Romanov
stamps (notably the 20/14 kop
Catherine) being locally
authorised for continued use they can be found on formular
cards in the second half of
1920 (Fig. 27). The
revaluation created the stamps
known as Postmaster
Provisionals, scarce and
difficult material, but one of
the few aspects of early
Bolshevik philately which has
attracted serious interest (Figs.
24-28).
The fact that the Bolsheviks
did not do what every other
new regime was doing at the
time - issuing distinctive new
stamps - is a large part of the
explanation for the neglect of
early Bolshevik postal history.
But that history has many
interesting features of which I
single out five for discussion
here.

First, the Revolution at no
point closed the post offices.
So it is, for example, possible
to find mail from the very first
week of Bolshevik power in
Petrograd (Figs. 1, 2).
Petrograd, Moscow and
Tashkent never fell to White
control and so all mail out of
those cities is Bolshevik mail
from October 1917. But other
cities, towns and rural areas

changed hands so that a
detailed knowledge of regional
history is often required to
know whether an item of mail
is Bolshevik or not (Figs. 29,
30). Tariffs do not always
solve the problem. In general,
between 1917 and the end of
1919, the total area controlled
by the Bolsheviks contracted
and only expanded in 1920.
The exception is provided by
Latvia which had a Latvian
Soviet Socialist Republic on
parts of its national territory
from the beginning of 1919
through into late 1920, with
some distinctive new
cancellers being produced
(Figs. 32, 44).
Second, from 1 January 1919
(new style - the old style
calendar was replaced in 1918
with 31 January followed by 14
February), the Bolshevik
RSFSR offered a “Free Post”
for ordinary inland letters and
cards, with franking required
only on Registered mail and
formulars for Money Transfers
and Parcels. This Free Post is
not always correctly
understood. Normally, for
example, we are told that the
January 1919 Tariff offered
Free Post for ordinary letters
but charged 50 kopecks for
Registered letters. This is
incorrect. The tariff specified
a charge of 25 kopecks for
sending an ordinary letter,
waived if it was sent
unregistered, and a fee of 25
kopecks for Registration which
was added to the basic 25
kopecks which was not waived
if the letter was Registered.
This is important to grasp. It
means, for example, that if
some agency had Free Frank
privileges for ordinary letters
but not for Registered ones,
then they paid 25 kopecks to
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send a Registered letter not the
50 kopecks you would expect if
you thought the Registration
fee was 50 kopecks. In the
January 1919 Tariff but not in
the later Free Post Tariffs of
November 1919 and March
1920, local and national letters
were distinguished, with an
underlying rate of 15 kopecks
for a local letter. This created
anomalies. A private
individual would consequently
pay 40 kopecks to send a Local
registered letter and 50
kopecks to send a National
registered letter. An
organisation with Free Frank
privileges would pay 25
kopecks regardless of distance
(Figs. 20-23).
There were other anomalies.
For most of 1918, the RSFSR
had a Foreign tariff with
significantly lower prices than
on the Inland tariff - for
example, 12 kopecks for a
Foreign postcard against 20
kopecks for an Inland one.
This Tariff was widely
disregarded at the post office
counter - postmasters and
customers did not believe it
could be right, so they often
franked Foreign mail at the
Internal tariff (but not vice
versa). Only on Registered
letters is the Tariff usually
correct, 60 kopecks instead of
1 rouble 5 kopecks (Figs. 4-18,
31).
Third, there is the
extraordinary story of
Bolshevik Foreign mail in the
1917 - 21 period. The
Bolsheviks had few foreign
friends to begin with and fewer
as time passed. The People’s
Commissariat of Posts and
Telegraphs was obliged to
suspend all foreign mail
services from 1 January 1919
and did not re-open them until
June 1920. The volume of
foreign mail from that date to
end of 1921 is very small. It is
only in 1922 and 1923 that

foreign mail becomes common
- this has a lot to do with the
ending of the policies of War
Communism and the move
towards Lenin’s New
Economic Policy. In addition,
though services nominally
existed until end 1918, most
had in reality ceased some
months before. I have nothing
going abroad after November
1918 and that is a cover to
Germany (Fig. 6). Services to
other countries appear to stop
in the middle of the year, with
very little if anything to be
found from the last three
months of 1918. In other
words, for many countries,
there is a two year period in
which Soviet citizens could not
communicate with family,
friends or business partners in
other countries. There were
government courier services
(about which nothing is really
known) and that is all. When
services resumed in June
1920, the mail route initially
available was extraordinary:
mail had to go up to Archangel
or Murmansk and then across
the White Sea to Vardø in
northern Norway, the country
which then took responsibility
for onward transmission. An
Italian ship out of Odessa was
also available. For the first
three months of the new
service, Free Post provisions
applied also to Foreign mail
and it is indeed possible to find
unfranked cards and letters
going abroad in June September 1920 (Fig.39). But
they are great rarities. It
follows from this history that
any mail going abroad from
Russia in 1919 and the first
half of 1920 will always be
“White” mail sent from areas
outside Bolshevik control and
sent abroad using ports like
Odessa or Vladivostok. Such
mail is relatively easy to find,
especially addressed to the
USA and travelling out of
Vladivostok.

Fourth, as the Bolsheviks took
control of Ukraine, South
Russia and the Caucasus, they
were not squeamish about
using enemy stamps found in
the post offices and Red
“trophy” use of White stamp
issues is a nice collectible field
(Figs. 33-37). The 1920
revaluations x 100 applied to
White stamps and in the case
of the Ukrainian General Issue
of 1918, the value in roubles is
calculated by first dividing the
face value by two and then
multiplying by a hundred, so
that a 10 Shahiv stamp
becomes a 5 rouble stamp.
Clerks did cope with this, as I
illustrate (Fig. 40).
For the most part, trophy uses
of White stamps are found on
Parcel Cards which today are
the main evidence of the places
from which Red Army soldiers
shipped back food and other
looted goods to their families
in the Russian heartlands to
the North (Figs. 34, 35, 37).
That fact introduces my fifth
topic.
Between 1917 - 21, the people
who wrote and received letters,
cards, and formulars changed.
Fountain pens are replaced by
indelible pencils and plain
pencils. The bourgeois tissuelined envelope disappears.
The stationery card used as a
blank becomes a standard
means of communication.
Instead of soldiers’ cards from
the front line and PoW cards
from camps, we find Parcel
Cards endorsed “Red Army”
prepared for soldiers sending
home 20 or even 40 Funt
parcels of loot from the front
line – they are illustrated here
(Figs. 32, 34, 35).
Acknowledgement: The
detailed and original
researches of Alexander
Epstein are the basis of my
short historical narrative.
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24 October 1917 Fig. 1: The
Bolsheviks began preparations for
their Petrograd seizure of power on
24 October (old style) and proclaimed
the overthrow of the Provisional
Government late in the evening of the
25th. It seems that the Petrograd post
offices were open on both days, as
evidenced by this money letter for
500 roubles posted to Sweden on the
24th.

TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD

It was sent from PETROGRAD 2
EXSP[editsia] 24 10 17 arriving
STOKHOLM 13 11 17. Internal money
letters do not usually carry adhesives,
but foreign destination ones do. Both
sorts were sealed five times with wax
on the reverse.
The 1 rouble imperforate stamp on
this letter had only recently been
released in Petrograd, perhaps as late
as the beginning of October.
30 October 1917 Fig. 2: Ordinary
stationery postcard, uprated from 4 to
10 kopecks, roller cancelled from
PETROGRAD 30 10 17 and censored
with two violet cachets, sent to
Arnhem in the Netherlands. Arrival
is indicated, at top right, by the Dutch
boxed black cachet letter “A”.
The sender is a staff member of the
Swedish Legation who writes in
French - dating his card 11.11.17 (new
style) - to say that he has received his
correspondent’s card of 21 October,
but that he can’t pursue what is
proposed because his stamp
collection is in Sweden. He will write
again when he returns to his country.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
March 1918 Fig. 3: Philatelic cover,
apparently sent through the mail to
an address in Vasily Ostrov.
Registered from PETROGRAD 4,
9 3 18 with violet PETROGRAD 6
EXSPEDITSIA 11 3 18 on reverse. It
is of interest for the stamps which the
sender selected for this cover. Of the
imperforates only the 1, 2, 3, 5 and 15
are used and it is likely that others
were not available. The 1k Romanov
and 3, 10, 15 and 20 kopeck Currency
stamps are used without objection
(they remained valid until 1920).
Defective printings are represented
by misperforated 10 kopeck stamps
(2) and a 10 kopeck with full offset
(applied face down to show this).
Total franking of 1 rouble 90 kopecks
exceeds the local Registered letter
rate of 1 rouble (Tariff of 28 February
1918). The cover bears not one
element indicative of Soviet power,
except perhaps the grubbiness of the
cancellations and the carelessly
applied Z-label.

.
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..................

PHILATELY IN RED PETROGRAD

Fig. 3: Ex-collection of Robert Taylor.
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June 1918 Fig. 4: Private
correspondence, Registered postcard
sent from PETROGRAD 8 JUN 1918
addressed to St Gallen with boxed
violet Petrograd censor cachet but no
evidence of transit or delivery:
normally, at this time, mail to
Switzerland would show a French
censor cachet. Writing in German,
the sender says he will shortly join his
parents in Lifland [German occupied]
but probably won’t stay there long.
He wonders about travelling to
Switzerland and asks about the
possibility of finding work there.

PETROGRAD TO SWITZERLAND

Correctly franked at 42 kopecks for a
Foreign Registered postcard (Foreign
Tariff of March 1918), a scarce tariff.
In my collection, I have no later 1918
item of mail to Switzerland.
July 1918 Fig. 5: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from MOSKVA 1, 11 7 18
addressed to London with circular
violet Moscow censor cachet, British
paper seal OPENED BY CENSOR
4223 weak hooded red REGISTERED
LONDON E.C. and REGISTERED
WEST KENSINGTON 19 AU 18 on
reverse.

Fig. 4

MOSCOW TO LONDON

Franked at 60 kopecks, the correct
Foreign Registered letter rate (Tariff
of March 1918). The addressee has a
Hungarian name which I cannot trace
for this period in London. In my
collection, no 1918 letter or card to
Great Britain after this date.
November 1918 Fig. 6: Commercial
correspondence, Registered letter
from PETROGRAD 57, 11 11 18 (new
style and therefore Armistice Day)
and addressed to Hamburg with
HAMBURG 23 11 18 receiver.
Petrograd paper censor seal and
boxed violet cachets front and back
together with boxed Königsberg
Censor and Transit on front. Franked
60 kopeck in cancelled stamps (which
would have been the correct
Registered letter Tariff) with two
unexplained and uncancelled 5
kopeck stamps applied at the same
time (they are tied by the Petrograd
censor).

Fig. 5

PETROGRAD TO HAMBURG

This is a very late date for Russian
mail abroad in 1918, which comes to a
halt before the suspension of all
services on 1 January. It is also a late
date to Germany, after Germany’s
repudiation of the Treaty of BrestLitovsk on 5 November and with
mounting chaos in Germany.
Such late mail abroad sometimes
appears to be franked, as in this case,
at higher rates which do not appear in
official Tariffs.

Fig. 6
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December 1917 Fig. 7: Registered
commercial correspondence from
ODESSA III, 7 12 17 to BERN 29 V 18,
censored in Odessa with boxed violet
cachet and in France with sealing
tape and oval cachet.
Correctly franked to 40 kopecks
according to the Tariff of September
1917. Since Ukraine did not declare
its independence until end
December/beginning January 1918,
this is technically a letter from
Russia. In addition, Odessa was
effectively under Red control and
from January to March 1918, a local
government proclaimed the
independence from Ukraine of
Odessa and the surrounding Kherson
region. The cover is notable for the
earliest use of a 35 kopeck
imperforate Arms stamp; the next
cover I can record is from
BOBRINETS KHERSON 23 1 18 so
also from a Red-controlled area of
Ukraine.
March 1918 Fig. 8: Post Office
Investigation Form, tracking the fate
of a Registered letter to Finland. Sent
from Tula (see bottom two lines)
addressed to the Helsinki Post Office
(see top two lines), some evidence
from blue crayon and Mss. note that
it was received. Dated 1 March 1918.
Notable as the earliest recorded use
in Russia of the imperforate 20
kopeck Arms stamp.

ODESSA TO SWITZERLAND
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TULA TO HELSINKI
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July 1918 Fig. 9: Ordinary Parcel
Card, converted in Mss. to an Insured
Parcel Card, sent from KRIVYAKINO
MOSK[VA] G[UBERNIYA] 17 7 18
and addressed to the Don Cossack
Oblast with SAMSONOVSKOE DON
19 7 18 receiver cancel on reverse the latter cancel almost certainly
dated old style and the former new
style.
Franked to the 9 roubles calculated at
the bottom left, the franking
including an early use of the 7 rouble
imperforate Arms stamp. The card is
of additional interest because its
sending appears to have been
possible because of the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk - the Don Oblast was
under German occupation at the time
and its government non-Bolshevik,
hence the use of old style dates.

MOSCOW TO THE DON
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Fig. 9
January 1918 Fig. 10: Private
correspondence written in German
and giving the sender’s address,
outward half of a Postgebiet Ob. Ost
71/2 Pfenning Reply Paid stationery
card, sent from German-occupied
RIGA .. 1 18 bi-lingually addressed to
“Russia, Vladivostok” with
VLADIVOSTOK .. 1 18 arrival cancel.
Transit cancel of the Russian Field
Post POLEVAYAR POCHT. KONT. …,
29 12 17 (old style). No censorship
marks.
Despite the unclear dates and
unreadable Field Post number, this
card is a very good example of
Exchange Mail made possible by the
December 1917 Armistice of BrestLitovsk.
July 1918 Fig. 11: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
with international Registration label
sent from UZLOVAYAR TUL[A]
19 7 18 to Göttingen. Moscow circular
violet censor cachet Konigsberg
boxed violet censor and transit cachet
on front and GÖTTINGEN 1 8 18
receiver on reverse.

RIGA TO VLADIVOSTOK

Fig. 10

TULA TO GERMANY

Correctly franked at 60 kopecks
according to the RSFSR Foreign
Tariff of March 1918.

Fig. 11
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August 1918 Fig. 12: Commercial
typed correspondence, ordinary
postcard sent from machine cancel
KURSK 27 8 18 addressed to
Reinickendorf with Petrograd violet
censorship cachet and Konigsberg
violet censorship and transit cachet.
The sender writes of making a
business trip to Germany to make
machine purchases of five million
roubles.
Correctly franked at 12 kopecks
according to RSFSR Foreign Tariff of
March 1918.

KURSK TO GERMANY
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June 1918 Fig. 13: Private
correspondence, Registered postcard
with Mss. Registration details sent
from ARCHANGELSK 18 6 18
addressed to Minsk, with MINSK
GUB[ERNIYA] 25 7 18 arrival
cancellation. Violet circular Moscow
censorship cachet, and German
circular violet W[ARSAW] censorship
and distribution cachet.
The card is correctly franked at the
Registered postcard rate of 42
kopecks (Foreign Tariff of March
1918). It does not meet the BrestLitovsk Treaty mail requirement of bi
-lingual addressing, but “Minsk” has
been added in Roman by a postal
official somewhere along the line.
Archangel was under Bolshevik
control until August 1918. This is a
rare example of the foreign
Registered postcard rate.
July 1918 Fig. 14: Commercial
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from PETROGRAD 1 EXSP
28 7 18 with Inland Registration label
addressed to Kiev with KIEV 8 8 18
receiver on reverse. Franked 1 rouble
40 kopecks, the second weight step
for an Inland Registered letter (Tariff
of 28 February 1918): 35 + 35 kopecks
postage + 70 kopecks Registration.

ARCHANGEL TO GERMAN-OCCUPIED MINSK

Fig. 13

PETROGRAD TO KIEV
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An example of mail to Germanoccupied Ukraine in the period of
Hetman Skoropadsky’s rule, made
possible by the March 1918 Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk which provided for the
resumption of mail between the
former belligerents. It is notable that
this letter is franked at an Inland rate,
whereas mail to the German-occupied
Baltics and Poland is always franked
at the Foreign- and, strangely, lowerTariff which if applied here would
have resulted in a charge of 90
kopecks.
Fig. 14
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July 1918 Fig. 15: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
with Internal Registration label, sent
from SERGIEVSKI POSAD MOSK
[VA] 22 7 18 addressed to Plock in
Poland, bi-lingually addressed in
Russian and German. Moscow violet
circular censor cachet and German
boxed censor “P.Ü.St./Geprüft Nr 15”
German pink paper military censor
seal “Kriegsrechtlich geöffnet”.
Arrival cancellation on reverse
PLOCK 9 8 18 together with sender’s
address in Cyrillic.

SERGIEVSKI POSAD TO PLOCK

Correctly franked at 60 kopecks
according to the RSFSR Tariff of 10
March 1918, and an example of mail
to German-occupied Poland enabled
by the March 1918 Treaty of BrestLitovsk.
Fig. 15
August 1918 Fig. 16: The Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk (March 1918) allowed
the resumption of civilian mail
services, in both directions, between
Russia and former Imperial Russian
territories now occupied by Germany.
This registered letter is correctly
franked at the RSFSR tariff of 60
kopecks and was sent from MOSKVA
8 8 18 and is addressed in Russian
and German to REVAL (= Tallinn,
Estonia). It was censored both by the
Russians— circular violet War censor
cachet of Moscow and remains of
paper seal of Petrograd— and the
Germans— blue circle with “R” inside.
There is no arrival cancellation, but
the underlining of Reval in red and
the blue crayon registry number
“2633” is typical of German mail
handling and it is likely that the letter
arrived.
October 1918 Fig. 17: Commercial
correspondence, ordinary letter sent
from PETROGRAD 54 OTD, 14 10 18
addressed to “Österreich, Wien” with
“Wien” picked out by a postal official’s blue crayon. Petrograd censor
paper seal and boxed violet censor
cachet front and back together with
Königsberg transit, boxed black
“Geprüft und freigegeben/
Überwachtungstelle/Königsberg i. Pr
[eussen]”. No receiver cancel.
Franked at 30 kopecks, the correct
ordinary foreign letter rate (Tariff of
10 March 1918). An example of mail
to Austria made possible by the
March 1918 Treaty of Brest Litovsk.
Post-Treaty mail to Imperial AustriaHungary is much scarcer than mail to
Germany, reflecting the balance of
commercial and private interests
which tilted Russia much more towards Germany.

MOSCOW TO GERMAN-OCCUPIED REVAL
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PETROGRAD TO VIENNA

Fig. 17
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October 1918 Fig. 18: The Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk (March 1918) allowed
the resumption of mail, in both
directions, between Bolshevik Russia
and former Russian territories now
occupied by German armies.

GERMAN-CONTROL MINSK TO MOSCOW

This civilian letter with Imperial
Russian cancellation of KOIDANOVO
MINSK is addressed to a factory in
PAVSHINO, MOSK[VA]. G
[UBERNIYA] arriving there 6 11 18.
It is franked correctly with a regular
20 Pf Germania and a local 60 Pf
Control stamp issued by the 10th
Army of General von Falkenhayn.
This requirement of a supplementary
payment and adhesive for civilian
mail through the military-controlled
post, applied only in the Minsk
region, and covers are scarce.
The front of the envelope carries a
German censor cachet - circle with
letter “W” inside, in black - and a
violet censor cachet Moscow #31.
April 1919 Fig. 19: Registered Court
correspondence, sent from KASIMOV
RYAZ[AN] 11 1 19 - probably a slipped
date for 11 4 19 -addressed to People’s
Court located at Station Divovo on
the Ryazan Railway with receiver
cancellation DIVOVO RYAZ[AN] 19 4
19. On front, note in red ink dated
12/V and evidence of Court archiving
at right of cover.

Fig. 18

KASIMOV TO DIVOVO, RYAZAN

Correctly franked at 50 kopecks
according to the “Free Post” Tariff of
1 January 1919, the cover notable for
use of 35 kopeck Kerensky stamp as
part of the franking.

Fig. 19
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April 1919 Fig. 20: The whole of 1919
is a Free Post period in Soviet Russia:
ordinary postcards and letters
travelled free. Only registered mail
was charged for but then it was
charged for both postage and
registration, 25 + 25 kopecks.

VIAZMA TO MOSCOW

In the case of this cover, it is Official
correspondence indicated by a violet
PECHAT PAKETOV seal of the
Viazma Main Leather Factory on the
reverse and the registry number
“N 406” on the front at left.
Consequently, the letter remains
exempt from the charge for postage
and only the 25 kopecks for
Registration is payable.
The letter is sent from VIAZMA
SMOL[ENSK] 8 4 19 to Moscow
where its arrival is confirmed by a
MOSKVA V EXSP 11 4 19 cancel on
the reverse. Note the unusual homemade Registration cachet at top right
which looks as if it is cut from wood
or lino.

Fig. 20

KOZLOV TO PETROGRAD

May 1919 Fig. 21: Private
correspondence, Registered picture
postcard from KOZLOV TAMB[OV]
12 5 19 to Petrograd with weak
Petrograd receiver in red.
Correctly franked at 35 kopecks
according to the “Free Post” Tariff of
1 January 1919. Registered postcards
are normally scarce and with this
Tariff, probably quite rare.
Fig. 21
September 1919 Fig. 22: The whole of
1919 is a Free Post period in Soviet
Russia: ordinary postcards and letters
travelled free. Only Registered mail
was charged but then it was charged
for both postage and registration.

STARAYA RUSSA TO PETROGRAD

In the case of this cover , it is charged
at the second weight step, 25+25
kopecks for postage, and then 25
kopecks for Registration.
The letter is sent from someone in an
Evacuation Centre and posted at
STARAYA RUSSA VOKSAL 5 9 19 in
Novgorod to a Complaints Bureau in
Petrograd where its arrival is
confirmed by PETROGRAD 6 9 19
cancel on the reverse. Note the
rubber Registration cachet at top
right with details filled in by hand and
the sender’s use of “Peterburg” rather
than “Petrograd”.

Fig. 22
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February 1920 Fig. 23: Private
correspondence, Registered cover
from PESOCHNOE 21 2 20 - the
Registration label expands the name
to PESOCHNOE NA VOLGA, YAROS
[AVL] GUB[ERNIYA] - addressed to
Kaluga with weak receiver
cancellation of KALUGA 2 3 20 on
the reverse. The cover is reduced at
the top.

PESOCHNOE ON THE VOLGA TO KALUGA

Correctly franked at 4 roubles
according to the “Free Post” Tariff of
November 1919 with a block of 4
Imperial Arms 1 rouble imperforate
stamps.
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Fig. 23
June 1920 Fig. 24: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from KHARKIV 3, 26 6 20 and
addressed to Baku with BAKU 18 7 20
receiver cancellation. On the front
there is a weak strike of what is
probably a Three Triangle Censor
partly legible as KHARKOV EXSPED.
Correctly franked to 10 roubles
according to the Inland Tariff of
March 1920 using 2 x 3 r 50 Imperial
Arms stamps, perforated and a 3
kopeck imperforate overprinted first
with a Kharkiv Type 1 Trident and
then with a revaluation handstamp
“pyb” (applied upwards) - this latter
is a scarce stamp and though the
franking is correct the cover may be
partly philatelically-inspired since the
recipient is a known philatelist, A.
Revest. The cover has been
expertised W. POHL in red (reverse
at base).

KHARKIV TO BAKU
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Fig. 24
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May 1920 Fig. 25: Money Transfer
Form used to send 2000 roubles from
CHERKASSY 28 5 20 to KANEV
KYIV 25 6 20 (with the Ukrainian
spelling KYIV) and then forwarded to
ROSEVO-NAKEVSKOE KIEV 29 6 20
(Russian spelling of KIEV) and signed
for.
The transfer is correctly charged at
2% of the sum transferred according
to the RSFSR Tariff, the franking
provided by two 40 Sh General Issue
Ukrainian stamps revalued in
manuscript “20 p”, which is the
correct x 100 revaluation introduced
in March 1920 (40 Sh = 20 kop; 20
kop x 100 = 20 roubles). This is a
rare use of the Cherkassy Postmaster
Provisional which is recorded on
other values of the General Issue.

CHERKASSY TO KIEV
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Fig. 25
June 1920 Fig. 26: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from KUSTANAI TURG[AI]
26 6 20 to Magdeburg, on the reverse
Petrograd transits of 6 7 20 and
7 7 20 and MAGDEBURG 27 7 20
receiver cancellation.
The letter is franked with eight
adhesives all with Kustanai
Postmaster Provisional revaluation
overprints “Pyb” in black (Michel type
IV). Kustanai was a major Red Army
base in what is now Kazakhstan and
the postmaster provisionals were
used extensively on Red Army parcel
cards. However, this is not only the
only known cover going abroad using
these stamps but one of very few
known examples of any Postmaster
Provisional usage on 1920 foreign
mail. It was sent in the first month of
the resumed RSFSR Foreign mail
services.

KUSTANAI TO GERMANY

Fig. 26

The new Foreign Tariff of 7 June 1920
specified a charge of 10 roubles for a
Registered letter but here the
franking adds up to 100 roubles,
though there is no indication of any
philatelic motivation. Either there
was a local Tariff applied is Kustanai
or else a clerk has become confused
and has converted the total face value
of 1 rouble to 10 roubles rather than
the 100 indicated by the overprints.
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September 1920 Fig. 27: Uninsured
Parcel Card used to send a 31 Funt
parcel from Tomsk guberniya,
charged at 78 roubles. The parcel was
sent from NIZHNE-CHULIMSKOE
TOMSK
23 9 20 arriving in BOGORODSK
MOSK[VA] G[UBERNIYA] 23 11 20
and signed for.

The card is correctly franked at 78
roubles with 18 roubles provided by
Imperial Arms stamps (1, 2 and 15
kop) on the reverse. Sixty roubles are
provided by the 20/14 kopeck
Romanov stamps on the front,
revalued x 100. The Romanov stamps
were invalidated at the time of the
March 1920 revaluation and they are
used here, six months later, as a local
Postmaster Provisional. No clerk
acting alone would have risked using
Romanovs at this date, and a similar
example of use of this same Romanov
stamp on a formular is known from
Viatka guberniya (Collection V.
Opsimos). This 20/14 combination is
the only value Romanov known used
revalued x 100.
October 1920 Fig. 28: Money
Transfer Form used to send 1000
roubles from TOMSK 8 10 20 to
BELTOVSKOE TOMSK 17 10 20 and
signed for.

TOMSK GUBERNIYA TO MOSCOW GUB.
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Fig. 27

TOMSK GUBERNIYA
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The transfer is correctly charged at
2% of the sum transferred according
to the RSFSR Tariff, the franking
provided by a 14 kopeck Imperial
Arms stamp with the local or forged
overprint “k.20.k.” treated as a
Postmaster Provisional of Tomsk.

.
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The overprint could have been
applied by the post office but in the
literature is generally treated as
postal forgery which had been
confiscated in quantity by the
authorities. The use of this
interesting Provisional can be
documented relatively easily from
examples which have appeared in
auctions over many years.

Fig. 28
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March 1918 Fig. 29: Private
correspondence, ordinary postcard
with printed message in Polish sent
from machine cancelled MOSKVA
21 3 18 and addressed to
Ekaterinoslav guberniya with
NIKIOTVKA EKAT 6 .. .. 18 receiver
cancellation. Sent and possibly
received just before the German and
Austrian occupation of Katerynoslav
district as provided for in the March
1918 Treaty of Brest-Litovsk.
Franked correctly at 20 kopecks
according to the RSFSR Inland postal
Tariff of February 1918. If this had
been sent later as a foreign mail
under the Brest-Litovsk treaty
provisions, the correct tariff would
have been 12 kopecks.

March 1918 Fig. 30: Private
correspondence, ordinary postcard
sent from MAGDALINOVKA EKAT
[ERINOSLAV] 22 3 18 and addressed
(insufficiently) to a Professor in
Petrograd. A blue crayon note on the
back reading “Ekaterinosl” suggests
that the card may have been
designated for return, if not actually
returned.
Correctly franked at 20 kopecks
according to the RSFSR Tariff of
February 1918. Katerinoslav
guberniya was under Bolshevik
control until its occupation in April by
German and Austrian troops under
the terms of the Treaty of BrestLitovsk. The Ukrainian postcard rate
in March 1918 was 10 kopecks.
April 1918 Fig. 31: Miss Evry writes
to her brother Alf on 9 April 1918, the
day after German troops have occupied Bolshevik Kharkov: “Yesterday
morning we heard cannonading in
the distance. The commandant went
out to meet them & say they we surrender and in the evening they arrived in great numbers. Now we wait
to see what will follow”.
This formular postcard is franked to
19 kopecks, no doubt an error for 20
kopecks, and cancelled KHARKOV
12 4 18. It possible that the Ukrainian
Republic postal authorities, operating
under German occupation, could
have passed this postcard to Russia
(under the terms of the Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk) for onward transmission, but there are no markings to
indicate any transit or delivery.

MOSCOW TO EKATERINOSLAV

Fig. 29

KATERINOSLAV TO PETROGRAD
,~:1'!Q8~
,·'AHOR

TT04TOBA5I

KA'Rr'

J&~ .. . .

Fig. 30

AN ENGLISH WOMAN IN KHARKOV

Fig. 31

Miss Evry notes the price of black
(rye) bread and says that “I have still
400 roubles untouched & I am selling
my things by degrees with the hope
that God in his own time will bring
me Home to England”.
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April 1919 Fig. 32: After the
11 11 18 Armistice and Germany’s
developing internal chaos, the Soviets
took control of much of what had
recently been German-occupied (and
Ukrainian National Republic
administered) Ukraine, notably the
industrially important eastern
regions.

EKATERINOSLAV TO RIGA
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This insured Parcel Card uses 21 x 50
kopeck Imperial stamps overprinted
with type 1 Katerinoslav Tridents to
represent the 10 rouble 50 kopeck
charges for sending a parcel of 20
Funt 10 gram from ALEXANDROVSK
EKATERINOSL[AV] 5 4 19 to Sovietcontrolled Riga with RIGA 13 4 19
receiver and recipient’s signature (in
Latin script) on reverse.
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Small boxed War Censorship cachet
in violet and signature on front of
card.
Fig. 32
March 1920 Fig. 33: Private
correspondence, Registered cover
from VINNITSA ZABUSHE 17 3 20
addressed to Petrograd with weak red
Petrograd receiver on reverse. A
SPRAVKA non-delivery slip was at
one point attached to the front and
Mss. notes added to the cover. The
letter was returned to Vinnitsa with a
cancellation of VINNITSA ZABUSHE
19 4 20 on reverse. The letter may
then have got caught up in the PolishSoviet war — there are to cachets on
the front, one violet and one blue
either of which could be Polish.

.,

VINNITSA TO PETROGRAD

·i

Fig. 33

The cover is correctly franked to 10
roubles in accord with the RSFSR
Tariff of March 1920, using five
Imperial Arms rouble value
definitives all with Podilia type Ia
Trident overprint. During the period
of Ukrainian independence, such high
values were needed only for
formulars and are not seen on letters
apart from rare Cash on Delivery
covers. But this Soviet use on private
correspondence is also rare because
after March 1920 it was possible to
make 10 rouble frankings using
revalued kopeck stamps, with or
without Trident overprints and this is
more common.
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October 1920 Fig. 34: Uninsured
Parcel Form, used to send a parcel of
35 Funt from Field Post POLEVAYA
POCHT. KONTORA No 71, 4 10 20 to
BOGORODSK MOSK[VA] 24 11 20
and signed for on 25 November.

FIELD POST 71 TO BOGORODSK

Charged at 87.50 roubles,
representing the Red Army tariff of
2.5 roubles per Funt.
Franked with 4 x un-overprinted
Imperial Arms 20 kopecks stamps on
reverse, revalued x 100 to yield 80
roubles of the franking together with
15 x Kuban overprinted 50 kopeck/2
kopeck imperforate stamps, used at
the Kuban face value to provide the
remaining 7 roubles 50 of the
charges. A relatively unusual mixed
franking.

CJl Y}t{ E6HblH OTM!:, TKl-1
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CKoA KHHr~:

Y'iPC-JK,D;eHhl. MiiCTa
DOD;4'iB.

Fig. 34
May 1920 Fig. 35: Insured Parcel
form, printed in Vladikavkaz, used for
a parcel 0f 13.28 Funt insured for
2500 roubles sent from GROZNII
TERSK OBL. 27 5 20 and received at
STARAYA LEBEZHAIKA SAR[ATOV]
14 6 20 and collected by the recipient
on 20 June when a further
cancellation was applied.

GROZNY TO SARATOV

Charged at 86 roubles, the franking
supplied by 2 x 3 rouble Denikin
stamps used on the reverse at face
value (thus 6 roubles) and 8 x 10
kopeck Denikin stamps revalued
according to the RSFSR revaluation
of March 1920 (thus 80 roubles).

,ll./lil

Though there is no endorsement, the
parcel has been charged at 2.50
roubles per Funt, the Red Army tariff.
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Fig. 35
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May 1920 Fig. 36: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
addressed to a soldier on active
service sent from ALEXANDROVSK
GRUSHEVSKI DON 8 5 20 to
SIMLYANSKAYAR DON 23 5 20, and
then returned with further
Alexandrovsk cancellation. Franked
at the correct Soviet 10 rouble
registered letter rate using 3 x the
scarce 3 rouble PERFORATED
Denikin stamps and a single 1 rouble
Denikin. Private correspondence
from or within the Don Oblast at this
early Soviet date is scarce with most
Trophy uses of Denikin stamps found
on formular cards.

ALEXANDROVSK-GRUSHEVSKI TO SIMLYANSKAYAR

Fig. 36
June 1920 Fig. 37: Post-Imperial
Money Transfer Form (Arms
removed at top left) used to send 500
roubles from VOEZNESENKIIRUDNIK EKAT[ERINOSLAV] 8 6 20
to Ivan in Orlov guberniya with
transit of MALOARCHANGELSK
ORLOV 15 6 20 and arrival cancel of
IVAN ORL[OV] 15 6 20. Paid out on
10 July with further Ivan Orlov cancel
applied.

KATERINOSLAV TO ORLOV

Franked with a 10 kopeck Denikin
“One Russia” stamp revalued x 100 to
yield the correct 10 rouble (2%) fee on
the Transfer. Additionally, the stamp
has been locally perforated 91/2
to 10 and this example may be
the only recorded usage.

June 1920 Fig. 38: Private or
ecclesiastical correspondence,
ordinary postcard sent from
PETROGRAD 9 6 20 and addressed
to the St. Andrew’s Russian orthodox
monastery (Andreevski Skete) on
Mont Athos with Greek language
routing mark Ag.[ion] Oros in red
crayon and private Russian Cyrillic
arrival cachet in violet for 11 February
1921. Petrograd Three Triangle
Censor mark 14 6 20 in violet at base
of card.
The 20 kop Kerensky stationery card
is used as a blank and the card is sent
post free in accord with the RSFSR
Foreign tariff of 7 June 1920. This
card is the earliest recorded item of
mail sent abroad after the resumption
of RSFSR foreign mail services in
June 1920 (they were all suspended
from 1 January 1919). According to
Alexander Epstein, two routes were
available for the card’s transmission:
either north out of Archangel to
Vardø in northern Norway or south
out of Odessa on an Italian ship.

j
Fig. 37

PETROGRAD TO MONT ATHOS
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June 1920 Fig. 39: Private
correspondence, ordinary letter sent
from UNDOL VLAD[IMIR] 25 .. 20,
addressed to Anyksciai, independent
Lithuania, with new style Lithuanian
arrival cancel ANYKSCIAI 13 IX 20
on reverse. Moscow Three Triangle
Censor mark MOSKVA
EXSPEDITSIA 22 7 20 on front. No
indication of routing from Moscow.

VLADIMIR TO LITHUANIA

This letter is sent post free in accord
with the RSFSR Foreign tariff of 7
June 1920, published to mark the reintroduction of foreign mail services
which had been suspended in
January 1919. Free post on ordinary
foreign mail was withdrawn in the
Tariff of 30 September 1920 and free
post items from the June-September
period are rare. Such mail as is
known from this period is mostly
Registered.
August 1920 Fig. 40: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from BERDICHEV 2 8 20 in
Sovietised Ukraine to the USA with
PETROGRAD 10 VIII 20 transit and
NEW YORK 10 28 20 foreign receiver
cancel.
The letter is correctly charged at 10
roubles in accord with RSFSR
Foreign tariff of 7 June 1920,
published to mark the re-introduction
of foreign mail services which had
been suspended in January 1919. The
Ukraine General Issue 20 Shahiv
stamp has been standardly re-valued
to 10k and then revalued x 100
according to the RSFSR March 1920
scheme of revaluation to yield the 10
rouble franking required. A rare
example of Soviet mail abroad at this
period.
October 1920 Fig. 41: Private
correspondence, ordinary letter sent
on the TPO, RYAZHSK 61 VYAZMA
24 10 20 to Brussels with Moscow
Three Triangle Censor mark 27 10 20
on the front and BRUXELLES BRUSSEL 8 XII 1920 receiver on
reverse. No indication of routing
after Moscow.
This letter is correctly charged at 5
roubles in accord with the RSFSR
Foreign Tariff of 30 September 1920
which abolished the Free Post on
ordinary mail sent abroad, the
franking provided by an imperforate
5 kopeck Imperial Arms stamp
revalued x 100 in accordance with the
RSFSR revaluation of March 1920.
Most mail abroad in 1920 was sent by
Registered post, and the 5 rouble
ordinary letter franking is rarely seen
with only a few examples recorded by
Alexander Epstein.
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TPO RYAZHSK 61 VYAZMA TO BRUSSELS
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March 1921 Fig. 42: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from PETROGRAD 13 3 21 to
Zurich with Petrograd Three Triangle
Censor mark in violet 15 3 21,
MOSKVA 23 3 21 transit on reverse
together with ZURICH 23 IV 21
receiver cancellation. No indication
of routing after Moscow.

This letter is correctly charged at 10
roubles in accord with the RSFSR
Foreign Tariff of 30 September 1920.
The franking is provided by 2 x 5
kopeck imperforate Imperial Arms
stamps, revalued x 100 according to
the RSFSR revaluation of March
1920. The 10 rouble Registered letter
tariff is the one most often seen in the
first half of 1921 when foreign mail
remains very scarce.
May 1921 Fig. 43: Private Esperanto
correspondence, ordinary postcard
sent from OMSK 24 5 21 to Bamberg
with weak Three Triangle Censor on
the reverse, dated .. 7 21.
This card is correctly charged at 2
roubles in accord with the RSFSR
Foreign tariff of 30 September 1920,
which abolished the Free Post for
ordinary mail sent abroad. The
Kerensky card is used as a blank in
accordance with the invalidation of
1 January 1919. A German Postage
Due mark PORTO KONTROLLE has
been applied and “80” inserted by
hand and repeated in blue on the
card. However, the card is correctly
franked and both the cachet and the
“80” in blue have been crossed
through with red crayon.
Alexander Epstein records only a few
known examples of the 2 rouble
postcard rate and this is the only one
in my collection. Most mail abroad in
1920-21 was sent Registered.
December 1919 Fig. 44: Private
correspondence, Registered letter
sent from Korsovka (Latvian,
Karsava) from a soldier who gives
his address on the front of the
envelope as 1st Cavalry regiment, 4th
Division, and addresses his letter to a
private residence in Rezhitsa
(Latvian, Rezekne). Franked at 4
roubles, the correct RSFSR registered
letter rate (Tariff of 5 November
1919), the stamps cancelled with postImperial but Cyrillic KORSOVKA
LATVIA “a” 11 12 19 (von Hofman
121.1) with Mss. Registry details.
Received at post-Imperial but Cyrillic
REZHITSA LATVIA “b”, unclear date
(von Hofman 217.7). Returned to
sender with improvised Spravka
attached indicating that the recipient
could not be found at the address
given. A further KORSOVKA LATVIA

PETROGRAD TO ZURICH

Fig. 42

OMSK TO BAMBERG, BAVARIA

Fig. 43

KORSOVKA TO REZHITSA
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Fig. 44
“a” cancel in blue rather than the
violet previously used has been
applied on the letter’s return, but the
date is not legible. A rare item,
signed Mikulski with certificate.

Both Korsokva and Rezhitsa were
under Soviet control until January
1920.
Ex collection of Dr Schrödinger.
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DR RAYMOND CASEY - A PERSONAL MEMOIR
Jack Moyes
remarkable in that he was
entirely self-taught in Geology
and Palaeontology turning his
hobby into his work and as he
often said he could never
understand how he was paid
for doing what he loved to do.
Even after retirement he
continued to go to the Royal
Geological Museum to carry on
with his research, unpaid.

RAYMOND CASEY
(1917 - 2016)
I first met Raymond about fifty
years ago. It was in the office
of A. Constantine, an old-time
dealer at Trafalgar Square in
London. We got on well
exchanging phone numbers
and addresses. This started a
series of weekly calls, usually
of an hour or more that
continued until he was finally
hospitalised a few days before
his death. The only breaks in
these calls were when he was
on one of his many research
trips abroad, when he would
send a postcard. He told me
he had visited over eighty
countries in all.
I cannot claim that we were
kindred spirits except in our
enthusiasm for Russian
philately. We disagreed on
many things, often quite
vehemently but never with
animosity, agreeing to disagree
on how to solve the problems
of the world. The world never
asked either of us for advice
unfortunately.
Raymond’s highly successful
career was all the more

For Raymond philately came a
poor second to Geology
although he applied the same
determination to both, a
determination which
intensified after the death of
his wife at Christmas forty
years ago, a blow from which I
believe he never fully
recovered. To escape his
house and its memories he
decided to go to Russia each
Christmas to be amongst
scientific and philatelic friends
far away.
While attention to detail and
precision were essential to him
in his work, in his private life
he admitted he was totally
disorganised. His wife Norah
organised everything. She
once accompanied him to
Russia where all his friends
asked her what she did for a
living. She replied “I look after
Raymond”. He told me that
summed it up perfectly.
At the start of WWII he
enlisted in the Royal Air Force
and trained as a pilot, but as
soon as he had qualified he
was grounded with a foot
injury sustained while
chiselling out a large fossil
from Folkestone Cliffs. He
served in various roles
subsequently throughout the
duration. One incident from
this time is worth recalling.
When his unit’s heavyweight

boxer had to withdraw before a
services match Raymond, in a
spirit of bravado, volunteered
to take his place even though
he had no experience of
boxing. The man he fought
was later to become British
and Empire champion
Bombardier Billy Wells.
Raymond told me that he took
tremendous punishment but it
was a proud boast that Wells
could not put him on the floor.
This was Raymond’s one and
only foray into the ring. He
said it proved the old services
moto “never volunteer for
anything”.
His many adventures abroad
included being held hostage
with a team of geologists in the
Tribal Lands between Pakistan
and Afghanistan and surviving
an explosion at a munitions
dump, while he liked to
reminisce about the many
eccentrics he met in the
academic world, including a
renowned expert in fossil
crustaceans who believed that
lobsters once ruled the world.
Raymond turned down an
offer of the post of Professor of
Geology at a leading British
university and several similar
offers from the USA as it
would have meant
administrative duties which
would have interfered with his
research work, albeit boosting
his income considerably.
On a negative note some
people thought Raymond
could at times appear
arrogant. I agree with that and
often confronted him over this.
His explanation was that he
had a bad habit of saying the
first thing that came into his
head without thinking of what
others might construe from it,
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but it was not with hurtful
intentions. Many years of
working as a volunteer with
the Orpington Mental Health
Trust taught him to tolerate
those with views and
behaviour different to his. He
could suffer fools gladly but
could not suffer intelligent
people behaving foolishly.
My own collection of Russian
postcards and Cinderella
material would be much the
poorer without items looked
for on his Russian trips. He
would call me as soon as he
arrived home and we would
meet up and go through what
he had found. I also have him
to thank for the numerous
contacts with Russians who
collected the same material
that I was looking for.
Whenever I found anything in
his sphere I was able to return
his kindness.
Raymond was a very good and
valued friend of mine for many
years. I shall miss the many
dinners we had in London and
those many many hours we
spent chatting on the phone.

ARTICLES BY DR RAYMOND CASEY IN BJRP JOURNALS
Issue

Year

Page Title

42

1968

4

Censor and control marks of wartime Petrograd

42

1968

32

Notes on the postal history of the North Russian
campaign 1918-19
(a) The earliest known mail from the campaign

42

1968

36

Two items of postal history from the Far East

63

1986

14

Ship Mail from North West Russia

65

1988

4

The Volunteer Fleet: emergency cancellers

66

1989

41

Finlandia 88: BSRP successes

67

1989

6

Lyaoyang: Field Post and telegraph cancellations

67

1989

23

The Volunteer Fleet: ‘a newly discovered route’

69

1990

43

New data on the Vladivostok-Kolyma ship service

69

1990

43

Red triangles revisited

71

1991

3

The opening of the Russian post in China

71

1991

26

Misrouted mail and translators’ marks

72

1992

24

Registration of mail on Russian TPOs

73

1992

20

Another item of Persian interest

74

1993

6

The St. Petersburg local railways : a new find

89

2003

4

Talienwan/Dalny - a Manchurian mystery

89

2003

48

Russian sedentary Field Post/telegraph cancellations of
Kwangchentze (Changchun), Manchuria

90

2003

20

The China Shop - 1

90

2003

44

The Captain’s Log. 1

91

2004

5

The Captain’s Log. 2

91

2004

45

The China Shop - 2

92/93 2005

4

The Russo-Japanese War remembered

92/93 2005

61

Voyage to oblivion

92/93 2005

105

The Captain’s Log. 3

94/95 2006

8

The China Shop - 3

94/95 2006

38

New light on the opening of the Russian post in the
Chinese Empire

96/97 2007

18

The China Shop - 4

96/97 2007

37

New light on the opening of the Russian post in China - a
correction

96/97 2007

112

The Captain’s Log. 4

100

2009

32

The Captain’s Log. 5

101

2011

23

The Captain’s Log. 6
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BOOK REVIEW - SOVIET CLANDESTINE MAIL SURVEILLANCE 1917 - 1991
David M. Skipton

Soviet Clandestine Mail
Smveillance, 1917-1991
by David M . Skipton and Steve Volis

books published in the U.S.
and Russia, dissertations, and
articles that appeared in
philatelic journals such as
Rossica, the BJRP, Yamshchik,
Al’manakh and Kollektsioner,
the authors present an
extensive mass of information
and examples, demonstrating
the incredible scope and
intensity of the Soviet
espionage campaign against its
own populace.

SCMS 1917-1991 recently won
a gold medal and special
award for treatment in the
literature competition at the
New York 2016 international
exhibition held in late May and
early June.

The book’s seven chapters are
arranged in chronological
order, with each chapter
representing a particular
iteration of the secret police:
Cheka, GPU, OGPU, GUGB
(NKVD) and so on up to the
KGB. Together they provide a
large amount of information
about the practice of
clandestine mail surveillance
over seven decades. Examples
of clandestine censor marks
and the “fig leaves” (Received
in damaged condition
markings in French, Russian
and Ukrainian) are shown in
great abundance, often at that
point in the chronology when
they first appeared. SCMS
presents this form of
censorship on three levels: the
organisational structure of the
Soviet Union’s massive
clandestine mail surveillance
operation, the procedures it
used, and the markings it left.

Drawing on a multitude of
sources, from collections,
dealers’ stocks, internet
auction websites like eBay,
Delcampe, molotok.ru (now
defunct), newauction.ru and
aukro, dealer websites,
archives of secret police
documents left behind by the
KGB in 1991 and published by
Ukraine, Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia, scholarly articles and

For the first time, a
methodology is provided
whereby further research to
identify previously unknown
censor marks can be pursued.
Just as in a trial based on
circumstantial evidence, a case
is laid out against each class of
clandestine censor mark,
building up to the point where
there can be only one likely
conclusion.

Soviet Clandestine Mail
Surveillance 1917-1991 by
David Skipton and Steve Volis.

A publication of the Collectors
Club of Chicago (CCC), 2016.
The book is case bound (with
dust jacket), 554 pages long,
and consists of an
introduction, seven chapters,
25 appendices, an index and
an extensive bibliography. The
hundreds of illustrations are
almost all in colour.

This argumentation is
necessary, as almost no official
documentation is available to
confirm the claims made by
this book.
The book introduces the
concept of “linkage,” whereby
an odd feature that shares the
same datestamp with a proven
clandestine censorship feature
is likely to be indicative of
clandestine censorship, too.
With the discovery by
researcher Pavel Batulin of a
report in military archives that
proves the “threetriangles” (3Ts) were indeed
covert censor marks, the
authors link the 3Ts to izhitsa,
and izhitsa to zet. From there,
they demonstrate a link from
these to the so-called “threedots” datestamps.
SCMS contains a very large
number of illustrations
showing these covert censor
marks, all of it combined in
Appendix 24, the “master
table” that shows all of the
censor marks and the
censorship-related
datestamps. It also has an
extensive bibliography tying
philately and secret police
history together.
Copies may be ordered from the
Rossica Society of Russian Philately
through its website at
www.rossica.org.
Prices:
Rossica members in the U.S. –
$80, postage free.
Rossica members outside the U.S. –
$80 plus shipping.
Non-Rossica - $98 plus shipping.
To determine the amount of
shipping, those interested in the
book should contact the Rossica
Treasurer, Steve Volis
(steve.volis@rossica.org), for a
precise quote.
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SPOTLIGHT ON...
Trevor Pateman

Trevor Pateman is probably
best known for his Blog at
www.armeniazemstvo.com
Started in 2010, it now houses
over 450 original posts mostly
about topics in Russian area
philately but some about more
general topics relating to
stamp collecting and postal
history. Visitor numbers are
heading towards 250,000.
Trevor collected stamps as a
schoolboy and as a young
teenager wrote to Stanley
Gibbons asking for a job. They
replied suggesting he contact

them when he left school. But
he didn’t leave school and
instead went to university and
pursued an academic career.
He taught for twenty years at
the University of Sussex. After
the break-up of the Soviet
Union, he started a part-time
hobby business distributing
New Issues from the new
republics, but also
commercially used mail which
he obtained from factory and
office sources in Estonia,
Kazakhstan and other
republics. The hobby business
grew into a dealership
specialising in material of all
periods from Russia and
related areas and in 2000,
Trevor became a full-time
stamp dealer, to be found on
tables and stands in many
European stamp shows. In the
past, he had close links with
the French and German
counterparts of BSRP.
In recent years, he has assisted
European auction houses in
lotting and describing major
collections: for example, Ron
Zelonka’s Ukraine for
Corinphila and Harry von

Hofmann’s Russia for Koehler.
In contrast, he says that only
one UK auction house has ever
consulted him - and then only
because a sale was a complete
flop and he was asked to
explain why! Almost always,
Russian - area collections are
sold in the UK without any
specialist input.
He has been a member of
BSRP since the early 1990s
and usually presents a display
at the Annual Meeting. In the
recent past, these exhibits have
focussed on early Bolshevik
Russia and have highlighted
such unusual facts as that the
RSFSR offered no foreign mail
services to the public from
January 1919 to June 1920 and even when mail services re
-started, they did so on a very
limited basis.
Born in 1947, Trevor has now
reduced his business activities.
He writes as a hobby and lives
on the south coast with a
permanent mailing address in
Brighton.

June 1920. Earliest recorded
outgoing mail from Petrograd after
the resumption of RSFSR foreign
mail services - all overseas services
were suspended in January 1919.
Free Post tariff, the Kerensky card
used as a blank. Addressed to the
Russian Orthodox Andreevski
monastery on Mont Athos with
arrival cachet. A great rarity of
RSFSR postal history, with only a
small number of items of foreign mail
from June 1920 so far recorded.
Fully described on Trevor’s Blog for 8
July 2016.
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NOTICES

REMINDER
BSRP 2017
Membership Fees
Your membership will shortly
be due for renewal. Reminder
notices will be sent out in
January 2017.
The fee is £21 per annum
Payment can be made by
PayPal in £ sterling to
paypal@bsrp.org

or online at

http://www.bsrp.org/subscriptions

Payments by cheque to:
Caroline Ferreira
Secretary/Treasurer
BSRP
49 Station Road
Polegate
East Sussex
BN26 6EA, UK
BSRP online AGM

received and items raised were
put before the members 4
weeks prior to the AGM for
their endorsement of
nominations and comments on
items raised.
The Draft AGM minutes were
then made available on 2
October 2016 and finalised on
15 October 2016 - displayed on
our website together with the
previous years’ AGM minutes
and the Secretary/Treasurer’s
current year’s report.
Thank you everyone who took
part. Your comments and
suggestions as to how we can
improve on the online AGM
would be most welcome.
BJRP Proof reading
Authors submitting articles to
the BJRP are offered the
services of our experienced
and professional proof reader
Philip Robinson, but are free
to present their article in their
own words, using some/all or
none of suggested changes.

World Stamp Show NY
The World Stamp Show -NY is
a major once-a-decade eightday international philatelic
exhibition - was held this year
at the end of May in New York,
USA. More than 120
organizations and philatelic
associations, including
ROSSICA and over 50 national
postal operators from all over
the world took part. Also
attending were members of the
BSRP.
Among the show highlights
were displays of the 1856
British Guiana 1-cent magenta
stamp, which sold at auction in
2015 for $9.5 million - and
rock legend John Lennon's
stamp collection, which he
started when he was a child.
Featuring more than 200
dealers and postal
administrations selling and
buying philatelic material of all
kinds, everyone had plenty to
do and see.

AG M
0

Annual General Meeting ■

The second BSRP online AGM
was held in October 2016 and
was well supported by
members, Society Officers and
Committee members.
6 weeks prior to the 15 October
2016 AGM, copies of the
previous AGM, together with
the Secretary/Treasurer’s
report and a “Nominations and
Any other business form” were
made available online to all
members. Nominations
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